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INTRODUCTION

,

This does not purport to be a major piece of, research withta

highly sophisticated methodology. It is no more than 'a pilot study,
(I' believe "pipe-opener" is the term sometimes used), which takes the
form of an enquiry into, the attitudes and emotions' of a sam'pl'e of State'
Schoolteachers in' New South Wales. One of the main purposes of the sure
vey. 4as been to highlight some of the key issues which warrant -further

exp`loration in depth as a continuation of this project.
.

..-

.

i''

.
,

1.

Ijow representative. are the 'respondents? Every effort was made.
to ensure a random sample, although:it has, to be conceded that there.was
a`tertain emphasisplaced on experience. , For every respondent with less
than ten years 'of classroom experience, there were four ,who had ,been

teaChing for More"tflan ten years, and half o'f these, in fact, had been .
teaching for'over twenty years. I think, on the 'whole,'"this is defensibiL It favoured maturity-of jndgment, though come might argue that it
als,o gave a voice
those who had grown stare, cynical and disillusioned.
In.any case" it isisdiffiFult to, obtaiii. a truly random s`ample in an, enquiry of this nature. The disenchanted are quite likely to commit their
'thoughts to paper, whereas the content 'or the complacent are less likely

1

,

to respond.
'

.,

.....

'

' I
.

-

s

I

'''

Aze. the, number' of

the- findings?

response

,

./,'

'

,

.

°

sufficient to,. give credibility to

I think they are, and others whoin (I have consulted share

this 'view. '' There are -165 replies fro all .parts of the State.

The

4luestionnaire was a vely Voluminciva one, and many respondents exceeded
v.500 word's, in their replies. The average, was\420 words'.) This dada up

.11

,

.to quite afwealth,of information for what is no more' than a preliminary
.survey.. The rate of respopsewas 22 pertent.' This low figure- is I gather, not tat of character with similar enquiries where the instrument used
has.' been a mair questionnaire. In this case; I thirik the questionnaire .
was too' ng and -too time=con,suming Some of the questions should have 1,
been more closely structured, inste d of open-ended. I should, have in=
: _eluded a ,stapped ioolicap, envelope' for reply --All in all, r think the

Y

165 who did .r9spond are ;to be highly:commended, especially the many who
.3.ndicated how, pleased tfley were 'to participate ,in `such a worthwhile

."enqUiryP
r
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OPENING REMA(11(i'
In November1971, the SclhooPla4 Education, Macquarie Uriiversity,
made a submission to the Senate Standing Committee on Education, Science
The opelling paragraph-eads:
and the Arts.
There is considerable maldise in Australia. about
education, focussed in.the main, on' teachers and the prep=
aration of teachers, and on what happens 4)i-thin the schools.

.

Indusrial unrest-among teachersin more than onetState;
frequent protests in the Fress,.and in'theform of petittons
and demonstrations; allied with condemnatorY statements from
senior academics and-members of various groups in the'
community,'are symptoms of the general disquiet: ..Vndeed
the very existence of the Senate,Conmittee on the role of
the Commonwealth in Teacher Education. is, itself strong
evidence that aZZ is far from well iii education in Australia.
It is difficult, however, to point to hard data to support
the many claims about, the weaknesses of the system as a whole,
although there is ample evidence about the deficiencies in
various sectors.
Little effort has been made to plade
this evidence incontext 'or to answer the funamental
qUestions about the provision of education.
.

.

Aater4 the document., has this to say:

'

(there are) compelling considerations relating to.the
quality of education, whidh depend to a great extent on
the, q\cality of teachers both in terms of knowledge and skills
and of their dedication and motivation. (my underlining.)
-

,

.The annual figures released by the New SoUth-Wales Department
ofEducation.in mid24l revealed that teacher resignation's, (and this
figure excludes retireTedts and deaths), amounted to 3,822
some ten
percent of the work-fopce in State schools. Gains from training estab.
,lishments were 2,072, leaving a shortfall of'1,750. Some 2,936 teachers,
were however, re'cruited from pther sources, notably from overseas or
prom teachers, particulatly married women,',re-entering the profession.
About 10 percent of teachers are employed on a.tempdrary basis.
4
Reignations have increased.by 30 pertentduring the past three years.
-

'
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The 1971 Bell Report looked at, inter'alia, the retignation of
,sixunder bond during the"years 1968, 1969 and1970.

One thousand,,

.:g siic hundred and,six such teachers resigned during this period, 352 of

;them- from-prithaty schOole and 1,254.fr6m secondary schools.
The biggest
"drop-dut was during their ,second year of teachi
05.2% of the resignations). The lowest rate (3.3%)'wes during.thel fifth
yar of teaching.
.

,

...,

.

4.

.
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In 1970kthe main reasons, for these-new teachers resigning were
as follows:
7

i. .

Percentage

i

..

.

Werseas travel
\\.

.

.

:

/

,i,

Acpompanying husbands interstate or overseas
Taking up other, employment
Pregnancy/child care/domestic duties.
Personal reasons (dissatisfaction with
_,servIce/unsuitability to teaching)
.
,
Further education
Health reasons
.

Otheri regsops.

25.1
12.4
17.1
15.7

14.5
9.4'

2.6
3.3

,

'

i

100.0

.,

The purpose of this pilot study, was to investigate the status
attitudes and morale of the teaching profession in New South Wales. T
appears'to be particularly app.r.opriate in the light of these figures c
cerned with teacher wastage. It also has to be.remembered that for ev ry
teacher who resigns, there are undoubtedly several of'hiscolleagues w
remain disconsolately in theirclassroom in a mood of depression and
0
,
-discontent.
.

.

t
.

.

.

.

.

.

',The inVestigatia was used to gauge the climate of opinion
amongst teachers ,arid to elucidate the factors which may Navy been responsible for the increased rate of teacher resignations and job dissatisfaction, at the saMe,Aime'inviting the teachers to make suggestions for iinp-prOving:and stabilising the profession.
If this pilot study were to have a working hypothesis, it would
read somethgig like this: "ah attempt to reveal discernible factors
which,are'esponsible for the low morale of the teaching profession as
evidenced by (a) the high level of political activity, and (b) a general
dissati'sfaction With present conditions."
'1.

IP

I

At_this stage,, it would_appear-appropriate to devote .a few paragtaphs to the concept of "morale", which has always proved somewhat elusive to define. It Concerns 4he mental or emotional attitudes of teachers
,towards the components of their job.
It tak
into account the atmosplere

-4=

or "climate" in which they work and their individual orientation towards
their, task.' It is es entially a reflection of how one feels about things,
and is therefore a matter of-subjective perception rather than objective

As a group phenomenon, morale is expressed by:

(d)
(b)

tenacious persistence and energy in enduring and attempting
to overcome difficulty and frustration;,
enthusiasm and zealous striving in pursuit f the school's

(c)

'objectives;
group cohesion and co-operative functioning, of the tea hers

0

'

who comprise theataff of a School.

.

Features of low morale are:
(a)

'a tendency to' elevate personal interests above the purpose
of the enterprise;
failure to derive personal satisfaction from group aschievpmen
behaviour that is. obstructive and.non7contributory to the'
common putpose.,

.

Cb)
#

(c)

,

Clearly, morale implies some huthan nualitY'vhiah ptOmpts.a.
person to produqe at maximum output, and without which he annot Perform
at his best.
It is associated with a forward-ooking, Neallthy and confident state of mind and includes such'attributes, as persistence, enthusiasm, zeal and pride.
iasm,
It can _usually be increased, by favourabl modify-%
ing any condition that will increase job-satisfaCtion. Theie is a cleal
ralationshiR between teacher morale'andpppil achievement..
'

.

.

,

.
1

.

.

.,,,

(11.7

'

lft mist also be mentioned that this pilot Study has subobjectives related to the origins of the teachers Aildtheii reasons for
entering the profession, the relationship between teaching and:social
mobility, and a retrospective evaluation of teacher training.

..

,

4

.

,

Finally, to place this study into. context, I quofe the introductory paragraphs to the circulated queatiOnnaire,,..which read:
.
'

.

It may be argued that much of the contemporary research
in the field of education may remain someWhat. acddemic unless
its findings can be actiVeSy tilznslated iritg practice through
the interest dnoi.enthusiasm, th devotiein and eqoertise,
of the teaching profession; and that, at this pOint in time,
some investigation is urgently needed into the.status,
attitudes and grievances and .general morale of that
k
profession.
,

4
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I would be grateful if you would. provide,me with
answers to the questions whickfollow. -If you feel that
hlleged current disenchantment is being exaggerated,
It '1",S important fo obtain a representative
please'say so.
SaMple of opinion.
Your "responses to the questionnaire may or may,not
.remain anonymous according to your personal wishes;
in any case, no names will be mentioned in any subsequent
reports arising out of the survey.

The questionnaire is largely unstructured to give
yOu the opportunity of expressing yourself in your own
way, and providing eOphases where you think they are most

needed<
The questions which follow are set out in Appendix One.

4

S.

METHODOLOGY
The methodology took the form of a mail questionnaire posted
at the, commencement of the 1971 academia year.
The subjects were practising teachers in primary and secondary
schools throughout New South Wales.
,'

Seven hundred and fifty quest-ionnaires4ere,posted together
with a covering letter inviting the teacher to participate inhe enquiry.
A list, of the questions asked appears in Appendix One.
,

''..-

e

In the absence of access to a complete list of serving teachers,

...a random sample was obtained froM Teachers Promotion Lists' ('614) and
supplemented by a list, of .Teachers' Federation raembers thought to; be
interested (136) 1
-

,

,

The questionnaires covered six pages of 'foolscap, included 61
direct questions, some of them open-ended, and comprised 828 words.

:

The format includdd six main.sections:
(i)

(ii)

the role of the self image of the teacher.

a list of problems raised by_iteachers,to be gradedon a
four-point scale, ranging from the category of "highlY,
important" to that of "little or no importance".
s,

(ill)
(iy):

social'background of the teacher and his family.

retrospective assessment of teachertraining.

(v), recommendations by the teachers themselves for improving

the profession.,
(vi)

some'personal details of the respowlent1

.The'format, originated as a result of discussions,with colleagues
and practising teachers.

In every :Cate, provision was made for respondents to preserve
their anonymity where they so desired.

There were 165 responses and the collated results.areset out
and discussed in the following chilpter.

Ii

.

-77

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The following tables shoW the origini of the 165 completed
questionnaires which were returned.

TABLE ONE
Details. of Respondents' according to the Level of
Teaching and the,Sex of the 'reacher
1

,

A

Male

Fern le

35
81

42

42
123

116

49

.165

Primary School'
Secondary School

7

:

Total

---

:

1-'

The proportion of responses from primary school teachers is
approximately 25 percent, whereas the proportion contacted in the sample
wasapproximately 45 percent. This would seem to imply a greater accepEance of existing conditions by primary school teachers, a possibility
whiCh is borne out by the,resignation figures for those under bond,
quoted in the Introduction, where the primary schools Tlearly show up
better than the secondary schools. This would not seem surprising, bearing in mind the relative informality,: and the more'personal atmosphere of
the Primary school, together with the child - centred, approach, the re}ati''e
absence of curriculum constrat6ts, and the compirative freedom from
serios disciplinary problems.
The proportion of women teachers in the sample was', 23 percent
which does pot accurately reflect the proportion of women teachers in the
profession.
This was laFgely due.towthe'reliance placed on the Teacher
Promotion Lists in arriving at a random sample,
(The proportion of women
in these Lists is 27 percent, nearly half of which are Infant's Teathers.)
.

It is interesting, however, that 30 Percent'of the. respondents'
were women One might hazard a guess that thiS was due more to conscientiousness in completing and returning the questionnaire rather than to an
excessive discohtent and disquiet with the professionl °This is <certainly;
'.however, an area which-warrants further investigations'.

12
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TABLE TWO
Positions held by Respondents
Principll: secondary
Principal: primary
Deputy Principal: secondary
Deputy Principal: primary
Subject Master/Mistress: secondary'
Special MaSter/Mistress: secondary
,Infant Mistress
Assistalt Teachers

4
16
8
7

41
14

,

-

73

72

165
-C-=>
.9

>

TABLE THREE

Teaching Experience
69
28
37
i18

20 years or more
15-19 years
10-14 years
5- 9 years
less than 5 years

,

#

13

165

Twenty-onepercent of the teachers in the sample were country
teachers in that.they came from the rural hinterland, and nqt fro& the
Sydney, Newcastle and Wollongong areas or from coastal resorts. Twentysix percent replied. this supportsthe ihtory that many.country teachers
see themselves is disadvantaged, and in the really remote rural areas one
gains the impression that morale is distinctly low.
I expefted
Tenty respondents preferred to remain anonymous.
this figure to be higher,,and considered the fact that it was so low to
be encouraging.

If there is such a person as "the most typical respondent" lima
survey of this nature, he will be a subject or,assistant mister from a
HeN-111 have taught for more than 15 years
,secondary school in the, city.
and the chances are that he will have a degree and a diploma in education,
and will not wisleto remain anonymous.
QUESTION ONE concerned the sole and self-image of the teacher; and was an
open-ended question which read: flow do you see your present role as a
teacher, and.how do you see yOur futuredevelopimg?

13
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4'

Minty-eight respondents ignored the question altogether or 1
else'answered.1 in a different context.
.

.

References were most frequently made to three main role.areas:
(i)

SOCIALISATION
°

This included such features as the development of the pupils'
character and personality; the preparation of children to be future citirmIns; the inculcation of values, self-reliance and self-discipline; and
helping children to understand themselves and their problems.
(ii)

e

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW KNOWLEDGE OF SKILLS
N

Assisting students to achieve high academic standardi; seeking
to engender in the pupil an enthusiasm for a subject; helping children to
pass their examinations with marks as high as 0Ossible, especially in the
light of parental pressures; and the development of personal teaching
"skills.

ROLE CONFLICT
As well as Anflict between (i) and (ii), here is also the
fact that classroom teaching often becomes restricteU because of the
plethora of routine administrative duties. Also the possibility of
achieving promotion at the expense of class contact.
Mention was made to a less extent of roles stich as encouraging
Staff co-operation, the assistance of junior teachers, and involving the
community in the affairs of the school.
One apt Asponse to this first question reads as follows:

Q
"To help children understand themselves and their problems.
"To help children pass their exams with as high marks as
possible.
"To.attempt to reconcile the above two aims in the light of
parental pressure for good examination results."
The 'open question is
There has always been this dichotomy.
whether or not it has been exacerbated in recent years by such factors as:
(a) the influence of the fatily, like,the churoh, having waned, with the
result that more is expected of the school; (b) individual aspirations
being greater than ever before and this in a technological society which
is becoming more and more' competitive; (c) a greater concern than in the

14
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past with equ lity of opportunity and the fact that'"the quality of life"
is of univers 1 concern and not just the province of the elite;
(d) education seen as a social service and not solely as an investment
in the countr 's development; and (e) the problem of coping with rapidly
changing attit des and values in a society where the rate df social
<thange.hai.become,a phenomenon.
(QUESTION TWO involves the ranking, on a four-point scale, of problems
repeetedIrraiSed by teachers As affecting their morale. ,The issues
raised were fiited in the questionnaire in no predetermined order, and
respondents'"'Were invited to make additions where they felt that important

iSsues has, bees omitted
.;

Appendix Tlp is a complete record of responses in terms of Taw

totals on the four -point scale.

.

The figures which follow are in percentages, and they show the
freq uency with which the " highly important" categorisation appears in the
.1 resAnses. The accompanying camrnents are the resu lt of discussing these
issues with, practising teachers, but tYo claim is made that they are
completely free from personal value-judgments.
.

.

Three factors are ranked first, with 66 percent of the respondents regarding each of them as "highly important" issues.

f

(a) Class sizes leading to much worthless waste of time.

Bearing in pind the teacher retention rates quoted earlier in
this report, it is highly unlikely, especially with the school populatiOn
steadily increasing, that class sizes will significantly decrease in the
This means that teachers will have to have greater
foreseeable future.
recourse to technological aids in the conduct of their classes, if an
optimum rate of progress is to be maintained. This makes apparent the
need for improved ameniti'e'tand equipment. Also for the more generous
provision of refresher courses so that every teacher may become more fully
conversant With the educational media which should be at his disposal in .
this day and'age.' Refresher courses are referred to again at a later
stage in this enquiry.
s

1 (b) Demanding nature of the work, and an intensification of tie demands
made upon the teacher.
This reinforces the reference made earLier to increased aspirations in the context of a highly competitive society, and'the extent to
which the teaching load is predetermined by examination expectations.
And for the "non-examinable", the "low-achievers", or whatever they might
be termed, there is the probleth 6f.maintaining their interest and'their
discipline whilst the law demands that they remain at school until a

15

certain age when they can leave its,confAes.to earn substantial wages
In theory, they are stillbeing-socialise
in unskilled occupations.
' in practice, they are being barely contained:
Also, it is true that we are living in an age when the pacesof
fife iS increasing and the pressures are being heightened. The classroom
,is no exception, and is not immune to these trends.
1 (C),The existing system of inspection.
.1

Many educationists have claimed that there is little wrong
with the te'achingproression that a little more huthanity cannot put right.
It is Aot.stirpi.ising; therefore, that this outmoded form of 'supervision
ana eValuation,should rank so highly it terms of the teachers' gtievances.
,It .is impartant,,howev,pi, to record. that modificati'bnS to the inspectorial
System are currently under way.. No-one'douhts that inspection is neceSs- .
,-,ary. as a safeguard against inefficiency,, stagnation,, and the abuse of
y in w 1-ehit has beenconducted'for
the w,ay
It
authority; in schools.
and. dissatisfaction.
so long which gives rise to such concern ?I'
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,,

,

\

.

,

c
,

.

,

-

Next come two factors at the,64 percent lever.
.

.

2 (a) Inadequate amenities and equipment.
.

.4

:it

1

'

This is the age of educe ional media and all the hardware which
Australia significa ttly lags behind other advanced coungoes with it.
tries in updating the classroom techniques,which are Such an important
tactic when it.comes to combating clasS'sizes which are recognised. as
being so hopelessly unmanageable, and which are often made even more
difficult where language problems exist.
In poorer areas, where Parents and Citizens Associations have,
not fulfilled expectations, even the most basic essentials are lacking.
In many instances there are sub - standard, school buildings which
are far from conducive to the teaching-learning process. All in all,
Australia is not noted for its generosity in terms of financial investment, in education.
2

(b) The absence of an independent "Ed'u'cation Commission ".

Seldom does one encounter a teacher who does, not feel that he
is being subjected to the,heavy hand of bureaucracy. There is little
doubt that he would feel Mote
of an individual, possessed of greater selfesteem, if a truly independent and fully representative Education Commission were to be introduced as the supreme poliCy:ficaking andarbitration
The much-hoped-for Education Commission has been very newsworthy
body.
of late, and it is not surprising to find it mentioned well up the list
of,"highly important"-issues.
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A2.11ve., factorS share a tally of 49 _percent] in other.words,
;4g/tare respondents view them as "highly important" issues.
.3

(a); Inhibiting, effect of p

otion system.
,

fr

4

is close
(p. It does, ho
rising and enthusiastii

related to the inspectorial-iystem disCussed
er, go deeper than'this. Many apparently enteryoung teachers resent, and are Ofsheartened by,
a promotion system whit,
slavishly favours zenioritY.measured by length
of service. 'It is al
debatable whether such a system isin.the best
"'
interes4 of the scho s. Another factor is'Whether or n0Cptcmotion.
should be synonymous
th appointment to paSitions which are largely
administrative:
From he responses,.'itappearasthat a.number.of teacher,
feel that promotion sh uld not necessarilY.exclude them from...the Inter,
action of the classroom.
It
also argued that A'competent'teachgr does,
a
)
.
not always make'the best administratO"r.

'

,

o

-.

3 (b) Prestige with the public;
as a profession?'
t

.Is

A

k

teaching really reco4n.ped

There.has long been a feeling:that teaching hasnot beeri.fuj4
regarded as a true profession, and that it is.regarded by the niajdriey of-.
the public as a safe 9 am - 330 pm job with long holidays. The teacher
is naturally disappointed that he is not givenfull credit for the
.responsibilities and the strain which his duties impose.
3 .(c

Outdated conditions for learning.

This has already been touched upon in 1 (a) and 2 (a)°, but
'there are other factors involved. One usual:1Y finds'that a good teacher
-c.is less concerned with rote learning than with developing an enquiring
.mipd,.sound.judgment, gnd a balanced pupil personality. Relating to what
wet said in 1 (b)., the subordination of ideal, learning conditions to the
dedIgnds of a,rigorous examination system can largely be blamed for this
i mpasset
Current developments in this latter context suggest, however,
:that.-pachers can look forward'to some improvement in conditions in the
not, too distant future.

,.

c

.

113 * Difficulty in overcoming rigidity in a curriculum which may lack
.relevance and motivation.,

prescriptive curriculum hardly enhances the Selfimage of the teacher as.a true.professional. OnCe again, the examination
system muat:take its share of the blame, although, this apart, there is a
'slavish allegiance to uniformity, partr perhaps because of g laudable
desire to provide an,egalitarian system df education throughodt the State.
Theft are also those critics 0 teachers who would say that they have
more freedom to interpret the cu4 rriculum than they sometimes care to admit,
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and that,:all too frequently, they take'the easier road which does hot.
call upon extra reserve's of effort andinitiative. Meantime, for one
4
reason or another, a high proportion of the pupils;, especially the,Older
ones,, associate school ,with suffocating boredom, and this-is cr'i,ticalto °'
teacher morale.
.

4

3 (e) Innovation inhibited by the system; InsufEicient,oppOrtunity.
for creativity.
-.
t
i

.

?

si
,

,

,

.

This is directly related to 3 (d), and there i.,,s little-more to
8.
add save that, -in certain. circumstances"under the,existing,system,,the
innovator is treated lirith.a degree of suspicion-by his conservatlye
superiors, not to mention his c4n colleagues.' The place for innovation
and creativity appear's to be in'tht primary school:, PerhAps,thai. is brie
of the reasons' why on the whole, primary teachers appear more contented
thin,their secondary schdol counterparts.
',

i

1

,Ih the. next category are items. recorded by 44 percent of
resporidents as-,being "highly important",

'tile

...

.

.1-

4 (a) An unreAsonable teaching load:
,

-

'

1
..,.

.

Pressures of various kindS are ever-increasing; partly due to
the knowledge exp19$ion, but caused also"by.the steadily mounting aspiraparents. Many teachers
tions of the children arid the deMands of ambitio
t periods, per week does
wouldciAim that a teaching lOad of'28 class-con
;1i of lessons, especially
not allow sufficient time for adequate preparation
if amore imaginative approach is to be adopted.
--,

.

.

,

.

.

4 (,b) General distaste for. an Authoritarian system.
.

.

.

The heavy hand of bureaucracy has already been mentioned.' If
the teacher,is to see himself as a professional, practitioner, motivatred
to provide a pr9fessional service, he must be. made to feel that he really
matters as an individual. Regrettably, as virtually every,teacher his experienced, this is often very far from being the case. Inevitably morale
Must suffer, and often quite unnecessarily. Again, this is something,,
which so often a touch of humanity can put right - or better still, avoid
altogether. This whole issue is bound up with the high response rate to,'
:1,(c) and 2 (b).

five issues received a 41 percent rating.
5,(a) Insufficient opportunity for teachers to improve upon their

qualfications.

,
!

.

x

.

4

,

.

1.

.

.

Opportunities do existifor practising teachers to upgrade their
qUalifications,by means of part-time studies including external courses.
e

I

i

''''

I

-i
1

'

Ilt.

.

,

I

,I,,1 ,'
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,

t.

,Their M

.expenses
xpenses are met by the Department of Education ancI in many
instances , studiet 'successful 1
comp leted qualify' the teacherS for extra
.

.

incteMents.

It' may, be that su h courses are insufficiently pUblicised

and.encouiageg, put what seems more-likely ithat teachers feel that
-they'heed tetporgryrtlease frpm their teaChingduties in order tO,con- /
centrate on fdll=time study, :Part-time studentS often fail to do them-,
selyes justice because oE,the other press4re4 pn their time and energies,'
And this is witnessed in the high withdrawa17-tate from part -time courses.
k
.NeW Zealand has a systOn:whereby external students reaching ar
advanCedstage in their studies.may, be granted a year'S leave on full,:
-,-pay,in-Order'to cOfiplete theft final' year.of,training. They also -'have a
system whereby, given an aboye=average standardof academic qualifibatidn's;
teabhers,may be awarded, an Advariced `Diploma of. Teaching after having
suecessfkilly completed a specifies, peiiod of time .in the' classroom.
.

.

5 (b) Amount'of,non-professionafvuties

.

There is clearly a-wide variation between schools; and between
teachers, within the same schpol,,,in..the eaMount of time devoted to non-

ttaching*duties, as well as In the, nature of the activities it which they
become invoived.
It .is important'to d'isting'uish between non-teaching
t . duties of a pastoral,,,Or.dven semi-pastoral, nature Which many argue are
best,performed by ,the'teachei 'concerned, add duties which are purely
routine chores, such as typing'ind duplicating teaching material,
labofatory work,. and aspects'of,,Schooloiainemance:
.

,Thert is evidence that the number of clerical and technical
assistants is increasing-thi-oughout_the State, although one suspects that
the-larger schools- are the reater.beneficiarieS.
,

5 '(c) Communication with parents.

,

It'iS fair. to say that the average teacher'wobld welcome more
contact with thepar4nts, espeCially in cases w ere an-unresponsive child
is concerned: one who may be difficult to motiv to and to discipline.
Often, under these circumstances, a teacher fee s that he is being called
upon'to.substitute the parental responsibility Which is libking, in
addition to performing his routine teaching functions.
,
.

.

One supposes, however, that most teac ers would like to establish better communication'with the parents, but the problem is how and
when, this can'be achieved.
It is particularly difficult .in poorer areas
whereboth parents are probably working long hours and are Perhaps even
engaged in shiftwork.
It iS'also irksUch area that the teacher is almost certain to be a commuter. This applies equally to the Principal.
Only in country areas is the teacher reaSonablY certain to be a member
of the community, and this he usually Welcomes,I although there are
.

I

cla
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ttachers who regardsit as-a serious imposition -even an encroachment
upon their private lives. '
It is:possible that greater communication could be achieved
through the Parents and Citizens Associations, which normally have an,
6 unfulfAlled potential for activities other than those exclusively associ-',
,aced with fund-raising. Twenty percent of respondents regarded the matOnly
Ure ofiParents and Citizens, Associations as "highly important".
7 percent classed the intetference of parents as an issue, so that there
would appear to be scope for careful and covert'development in this field;
in some areas it would have tebe particularly subtle to make any impact.

.

f

5 (d) The indifference of parents; Insufficient sOoialisation performed
'by-the parents.
,
t
f
.
.
. This is almost synonymous with the last issue, and there is
little'more.to add sale that few leaChers, however dedicated, relish the)
prospect Of serving in areas where there is likely to be inaufficient
ocialisation in the home. Many feel that they are unprepared, by way of
their training, for the social problems which they are likely to'encounter.
,

*

,

.

.

.

.

(e) The problems of immigrant children with language difficulties.

5

,

Eighty -five respondents elaborated on theproblem from firsthand experience, and; in'many cases, offered practical suggestions.
.,
..
,
Many teachers in the Sydney metropolitan and Wollongong areas
appear deeply' concerned with the problem. The communication gap between
the teacher and the non-English-speaking child creates difficulties for
both parties. The, teacher does not have time in the normal classroom prd-,
grain to give migrant children the individual attentiR4 they need, 'unless
The
he is prepared-to do so at the expense of the rest Ofiihe class.
,:h'Idren.witil language problems become perplexed, f46Strated, and eventua ly disillusioned because of their isolation and heir repeated.examinaSome pupils, despite their potential ability,-find them'on-failures.
e lower ability classes; where they Are left to
selves relegated to
emselves. Often, in these classes, they are
flounder and fend for
associating.with childr n who have behaviour problems, and whose oral and
iritten English eXpressi h is far from beingan ideal model.
.

,

.

.

,

.

7

ProvAt present, therejs no concerted attack on this problem
ision of specialist teachers and remedial classes is haphazard and short -.
The greEtest need is for intensive courses in English of 3-6 months'
term.
duration before migrant children are subjected tp the normal school situation.. Without this, there is likely to be a self-perpetuation of the
under-privileged migrant sub-culture.
.

.

/

Next comes an issue which 39 percent of respondents regarded as
"highly 'important".
1

2'0
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Problems of Motivating the children.

6

This is 1Srgely a problem associated with children'of lower
abUity, and to those from homes where the attitude of educational opportunities is one of parental indifference. It is'a, problem which is
exacerbated by the inflexibility of the currieuluM and theact that"the
.teiche is so often inhibited by not 'being able to offer'content which is
uch children. All these points have
specially tailored to the needs o such
ious headings.
`already been discussed under pr
.

,

2

-

An issue rating e '36,percent response is:
7

The arbitrary systeMOf transfers.

One might hate expected this to have appeared higher in the
It is by no means abnormal to find-An-experienced teacher who has
served in'half-a-dozen schools in twice as manyiyears, especially where
accelerafed promotion is a consideration.
list.

Implicit in this, is an ever-present housing problem, the
interrupted education of the children, the difficulty orputting-down
roots in alcommunity; and the possibility of serving in a locality which,
'may be reptgnant to the teacher and his family: It -is worthy of mention
that, in many advanced countries, teachers, right from the Commencement,
of their careers, opt to teach in areas of their own choice by applying
This may not, however, be entirely
for posts which are all advertised.
beneficial to either the teacher br the school, becamse the teacher May;
if he so chooses, remain in the same school for the rest of his career.
The same can happen to a teacher in Australia who refuses transfer, but
this is usually extremely damaging to hi'S career.

There appears to be particular discontent on the part of yodng
*
teachers during their period of bond, especially with reference to theie
first posting( which may have a shattering effect upon thetr morale.,..The,
problems facing a newly-qualified teacher are'felt to warrant a comprehensive study in its own right, particularly bearing in mind the high
wastage rate.
t
The position of married women teachers is interesting. They
are not under the same obligatiOn,to transfer as are male teachers, and
this may partially account for the low proportion of women teachers, in
,
the Teachers' Promotion Lists.
Thirty-three percent of respondents listed a further six issues
as "highly important ".

.

8 (a) Salary unrelated either to training or to'the importance of the work.
Nineteen issues were listed a 'bove this one.' Most observers

21
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would have expected it

to be a top-ranking issue around the two-thirds
Graduate teachers, in Particular, are
wellAwarethat:their salary does not compare favourably with that of
their peer's who have undergone training which is comparable in terms of
Cost, duration and rigour. Why then does this issue appear so low on the
list? Is it that, the rekpondents*have been shy and hesiTant about highrather than the one' -third mark.

/.,

lighting their ,financial affairs? Or isitthat their #eatest-concern
is with conditions of service and the hope that-their 'status and their
efforts will be better recogni§ed, and their working conditions improved ?.
I
1
.
8' (b) A feeling that extra efforts go unappreciated and that incenti've'
is generally Lacking.
V.:
y

,

-

'

.,..

i.

,

,

.

_

,

.

,

.

,

. -

...

tf

.

This partly relates to alary, but :}t is al
4 reflectibn'of
-the dissatisfaction exPressed'Wit promotion #rocedures, the authoritarian
system,, and the lick ofindividua initiative allawed'by the curriculum.
'y
.
4

[

'

s

''

.

(c)

8
..

7

*

.

,

As a public servant, no real freedWof speech.
.,

-

,_

,
.

-,

A gbad teacher must essenTh
tially be a perceptive and critically-thinking.individual, and the'feeling
that he is beint denied the freedoe.to plitaicly express himalf will
inevitably lead, to apathy:and will underMinethorale,genexally.
This is related to ;2,(1)

'

and 4 ('0).

,

.

,

,

t

8 (d) The atmosphere of the school relative to its size.
I

,

t

As a,genexal statement, one could say that the bigger the
,school, the more impersonal the atmosphere. This ia.by no means peculiar
HoW can thd probfeM be overcome in, a school with', say,
to Australia.
70 staff? Could the Principal be relieved of most of his routine paperWork, so that he is then in a position to, establish personal,communicatiop
with each and every member of his staff and get to know them as individAre there, in fact, Prindipals who 'are fearful of doing this lest,
uals'?
they become directly embroiled in the endemic problems of their school 'especially the apparently more trivial ones which they normally manage to
avoid? Are subject masters judged sufficiently on their capacity to
bring the best out of their colleagues and so help the general tpne'of
the school?
.

0

One appreciates that it is quite impossible to generalise on
So much depends upon the individual.

such' questions, as these.

One also realises that the converse to the above implications
May apply - namely, that i,t is possible for a lazy and ineffective
teacher to; hide his defects in a situation where hd is operating as one
of a very large staff.
The whole problem i usually less apparent in a primary school
where a teacher has close contact with his particular class, and 'thus has
ti
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greacr.feelin
e
of:ioelonging" than if he were perpetually peripatetic
as in the second rrsthool.

,a,

,

8 (e) Insufficient emphasis, in the day-to-day routine, on the social
purpose of teaching.'
,0
.

:t,

.

r

;

,

The whole question of socialisation has been referred to in
previous responses. Just how much should the teacher be.pupil- centred?
Is he adequately prepared in his training fOT this social role Is he
always fully equipped as a,balanced and rational person to perform's°.
vital a function? With tfiis'quetion in Mind; should student teachers
be more carefully selected, and recruited as recommended irk the Bell
Report?
,

.1

*.'

^

.'

,

,8 (f) The Staff Room: a " professional slum"?

,If Staff Rooms are'olircrowdad; noisy, Uncomfortable, uptidy,
lhod6,and generally lacking in basic facilities, such at alpropet place
to work, how can teachers be'expected to measure up to professional!
standards And be endowed with the morale which is'a stimulus to their
pupils?
A,

.

\

.

,0

At the 30 pertent level are

f

!

racketed three.more isabes:

1

9 (a),No share in decision-making.
f
/
Many teachers feel that they are a very insignificardcog in a
very impersonal wheel,,and that their views are of no consequence to the
system in which they operate.
They feel that the contributions they
might make are being overlooked.
-:
,

Conversely, however,,there are teachers who .4o not particularly
want to be concerned.in matters of policy; but merely wish to confine
themselves to their prescribed classroom duties. These are the teachers
who regard every staff meeting as, a bore, and as utterly inconsequential,
which, it has to be admitted, they sometimes are!

9 (b) Problems of class control: a decreasing respect for authority.
From the .responses, the impression gained was that this'problem
, was more keenly felt by the more middle-age
teachers, who' woul4 be more
likely to notice a decreasing respect for a thority as well as the marked
presence of a generation gap.
Most socio gists would point to a trend
in the younger generation towards greate permissiveness, a decreasl
respect for authority, and an increasi
1y apparent lack of parental
control.
-f

If anything, it is surprising that this response has not
appeared higher in the ranking order, judging by the extent to which

23
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-i
with the trend
teachers/are apt to bemoan their diftcultieseapeCially
On
the
other
hand,
the
idea
that pupil'
away from corporar punishment.
values are becoming less reliable and predictable was rated by only 16
percent of respondents,as being "highly' important ".

9 (0 The existing system of superannuation._

.

...-,

'

Again, this appears to be an issue mainly of concern to the
.older teachers. Perhaps they feel that there is.little material incent-'
ive to continueservice beyond the age of sixty. The New South Wales
State superannuation Scheme it usually judged, relatively speaking, to
If does, howeyer, impose some restriction of
be a very' favourable one.
movement in that to gointerstate whilst teaching would 'matt relinquish -

ing one pension scheme to embark upOn another,,and for anoldereman this
..
-,
can be prohibitively evensiVe: *
.

.

.

-,

Should it be made easier for teachers to transfer to another
State of their-choice, where they feel that teaching Conditions might be
better? vlany would argub that this,would"be desirable, in that_a State
showing.an inability to/retain teachers would eventually be ALiged:to
improve its conditions of'service..

.

Three issues were rated by 25 percent of respondents as being
"highly important ",

10 (a) The existing provisions for long-serviceeave.
Yetagain, the older age group are more conscious of this issue.
Current provisions are more generous thadin many other countries, but
possibly teachers tend to compare their entitlement with the sabbatical
leave granted by universities for study purposes, and argue that practising teachers have. just as great a need to update their"knowledge and
ideasty-means of travel and study.
r*,

10 (b) Insufficient recognition of the teacher's role in matters

concerned with equalising opportunity and helping to
overcome the Rrbblems of the pupil.
Ie may be true that the average teacher's efforts are measured
More in terms of the succetses oftheir more gifted pupils rather than
by giving them tredit Tor having helped the more backward or disadvantaged
ones .y
.

$1.0 (c)

o inducement to feelings of real loyalty to the institution
at which currently employed.

This, in fact, summarises many of the issues which have already
been discussed. If the teacher's self=image is to be that offa second class professional in an impersonal and insensitive burearucratic organI.

.

,
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isation, it is unlikely that he Will have any feelings of real loyalty
tohis institution, except in cases where the Ptincipal.showt exceptional
qualities of leadership. Principals, themselves, tend to be inhibited
by the system, and their individuality can be: erhasculated. to a point
where they appear to the clasSroom teacher as mere figure-heads.

Anything scov4ng less than a 25 percent rating as "highly
,important' can be regarded, relatively speaking, as a- "non-issue".
These.include:

,

(a)

The existing system of awarding Increments.

(b)

The interference of parent

(c)

The nature of Parents ana Citizens Associations.

(d)

Pupil 'values becoming less reliable and predictable.

(e)

The limited extent to whith team teaching is possible.

(f)

Disillusionment with the,alleged myth of "equality of,opportunity".

(g)

Insufficient recognition'ofthe teacher's. role in matters concerned
with, Vocational'guidance..

It may seem sutptising that inah era when "equality of opportunity" attracts so much attention through the media, less than one in
four teachers regard this as "highly important".
-

One 'might also be surprised at the implication that only 10 per-

cent of teachers, are partitulatly concerned with the vocational guidance
of thepupils for whose welfare they have been largely responsible for so
long.

,4

QUESTION THREE reads:
It is often said that teaching is a "bridge profession",
providing a means of "upward social mobility"; that there is little
"continuity of occupation" in the profession, and that for these reasons,
,some teachers do not appear to, be totally committed.
,,
RoUld you please state Ci) father's occupation; lii) mother's
.,,Opcupatia, if any, and Ciii) paternal and maternal grandfathers'

-

ocou-patrons.

I)

,25
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The following table bears'out this hypothesis in almost
spectacular, fashion.
.ek

.TABLE FOUR

Details'of Fathers' and Grandfathers' Occupation's
expressed'as Percentages
Fathers

Grandfathers
,

Professional/semi-professional
Administrative/proprietary/managerial
..
teachers
Clerical/Sales
Rural enterprise
Skilled manual
i

.

UAkilled manual

''

9,2
21.9
6.7a
7.3
13.5
25.1
16.3

',

7,.6

,

.

'

'''

100.0

15.2
3.1
6.0
27.6
23.4
17.1

,

100.0

Expressed in terms of,aCtual numbers, 165 teachers had between
theM a total of 20 fathers and grandfathers who had been teachers. This
On the mothers' side,
out of a possible total. of approximately 50"0!
Many would
75 petcent were engaged on home duties; 10 had been teachers.
regard these as truly remarkable statistics,, but they would probably be
very similar in'other advanced countries.

(

Just over 40 percent of the teachers come from the homes of
manual workers. Many of their own children are likely to be trained for
the higher'professions,.such as law, medicine, accountancy, architecture
Thus, teaching has become to' them a "bridge profession"
and engiritering.
and an instrument for providing "upward social Mobility".
It is interesting to note, in this context, the low proportion
of teachers who, come from' professional and semi - professional

omes.

Also,

the high proportion of grandfathers who were engaged in rural enterprise.
Clearly, tedchtrs have played their part in the "dtift from the land".

QUESTION FOUR enquired into the reasons fOr entering the teaching profession.

The reasons given include a wide range of responses which might
have been expected,fromthe nature of such a question. Np particular\
reason was dominant, although "vocational" reasons appeared with.the highest frequency. Many respondents gave more than one reason, so that the
total proportion of responses is greater than 100 perclent.-

26
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Reasons, for entering the teaching
A

c

profession

.e'

,

Proportion of Responses
(Percentages)

0

1.

Sense of yocation.e.g. love of children,'
and. the desire to help others

35

.

Opportunity for creativity and initiative;
a challenging and satisfying career

22

3.

Security

20

4.

Salary and w rking conditions

20

5.,

Prestige

6.

Lack of other openings or an unawareness
of alternative careers'

2.

.

2

.

7.

8.

Opport pity to attend University
;Tea her Training Scholarship

.

22'

18

Familiinflu. nce such as parental, pressure,
'br o her f mily members in teaching

18

The fairly even spread of. answers suggests that,the attraction
The
o teaching as a career is not always based on idealistic motives.
deLiberate choice to use the preparation for teaching as a means of
attending Univeriity and achieving social mobility reflects the workingr
class and lower middle -class origins of the majority of teachers. The
security attraction comes mainly from the older respondents who had
-entered teaching during or soon after the depression.

QUESTION FIVE asked whether respondents would encourage their children to
become teachers, and'to give the reasons for their decisions:Responses to thiS question also showed a wider spread of answers
across the possible alternatives. The-largest single,, group of respondents
(25 percent) were those who would not-encourage either their sons qr
daughters to become teachers. The responses are broken down as follows:

2

,
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TABLE SIX
er

1.

Proportion of Respondents
(Percentages)

.Response

22.5

Sirgole "yes",

2. '"Yes" if children desired to be teachers
and shOwed interest and aptitude

15.0

3.

"Yes" for daughters; "no" for sons

16.0

4.

"No" for both sons and daughters

26.0

5.

Would neither encourage nor discourage,
but leave it to the children to decid

15.0'

t

(

6.

No response

100.0
]

t

The division between responses encouraging and discouraging,
i
children to become teachers would seem to link closely'with the social
mobility issue already digcussed in Questions Three and Four. Many
teathers who feel that they themselves have advanced socially through
teaching would encourage their children to enter more prestigious occupations., A respbnse worthy of comment is that of encouragement for, dae ughI
ters but not for sons (response 3: 16 percent). This reflects th view
that therft are few occupations offering the same opportunities for-Women
Teaching is.usuaily recognised as offering extremely good
as ',teaching.
working conditions for women, and lilight be considered as g non-career
occupgtion of high standing. .However, it is not considered a prestige'
occupation for 'men. Many of the reasons given by respondents for not
encouraging their children to be teachers reflected the areas of dissatisfaction expressed with the teaching service n Question Two. Careeri outside of teaching were seen as offering highe salaries, greater prestige,
Fectorsiconsidered as,,
and better.opportunities for job satisfaction
inhibiting job satisfac ion in4luded the dema dine nature of teaching,
inspection.and.promotion systeMs, the control of teaching by the Public
Service Board, an attitude of public. complacency towards education and
the educative tole of to teacher, and a lack of profes ional and social
,

.

.1

statds.

,

QUESTION SIX asked:
How do you evaluate the teacher training you have
had? Was the emphasis on content and presentation, rather than on
understanding the child as, an individual? Haw could your training, in
your opinion, have been improyed?,

28
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Evaluation of teacher training.
.

A majority of the respondents were teachers Wit a Degree and
a Diploma of Education.
The'next largest category comprised those with
two-year Teachers! College tiiaining.
:
f

TABLE SEVEN
Propottion,of,Respondents
,(Percentages)

Teacher Tilainingt
Degree with Dip. Ed:

60.0

Other four-yeaf'tfained

3.5

Three -;year trained

4.5

Two-year trained

28.5

-

.

Details not given

3'.5
..

.

,

106.0

.

,

,

'

There emerged from the.rtegonses,a strong sense of dissatisfac:
tion with'the teacher training that had been receiytd. Pr clear majority
of the teachers (60 percent)sretrospettiyely evaluated their,teacher
training as "inadequate ".
Many used stronger terms in their judgment.
They ,Considered their training as "useless"' pr as an "utter waste of"tijne ".
The diss.atisfaction expressed with teaoher training equally came from
teachers who had been fully trained in Teachers' Colleges and those who
had completed a poet-DegretDiploma of Education.' Only one teach r.in:
favour; considered that his training bad been "adequate", "general
good",
or "helpful". The remaining,15 percent of respondents made no co
ent on
their teacher training.
.

,

B.

Content of teacher training courses.

Over.half the respondents (63percent) made no comment on the
conte t of their training. This may have been due in.large part /to -the
distce in time .hetween'thes bulk of the resp9ndents and their i Alai.
years of training,
Fifteen percent of the respondents considere that
there'had been too much emphasis on content and presentation.
Only-8 percent considered there- had not been enough. Fourteenspercent believed that
'there.had not been enough emphasis, on understanding fhe child as an
individual.
,

Improvements in training.

Suggested%improvements in teacher raining revolved around the
issue of greater contact by the trainee wit 'actual sch661 and classroom:

9.

725conditions; The need for longerand more intensive periods of practice
teaching was stressed. Some 40 percent of the respondents specifically
mentioned this point. It was suggested that the Training Colleges take
a more practical approach to matters, such as:,classroom activities,
management and discipline, group bei*fOur, methods of motivating,childMany,
ren, and teachingl,Ow ability and culturally deprived children.
respondents felt that such topics w #re often overlooked or treated
theoretical and academic' manner. The .further ;suggestion was made that
Teachers' College; ecturers should return regularly to schools to up-date
their teaching experience.

Overall, the suggested improvements were aimed at giving the
trainee teacher a better knowledge of, and a better preparation for, the
conditions and practices of teaching full-time in the school situation.
QUESTION SEVEN asked: How do youi-v:ieu the need for reguldr refresher
, gaurses, and should these he compulsory?

'Strong support was given to the idea of regular refresher
courses. Almost 75 percent of the respondents considered them necessary.
One-third of these thought that they should be compulsory.

The reasons given favouring the implementation of"refresher
coupes portrayed teachers as highly conscious of their teaching responsibilities. Refresher courses were seen as necessary for ke ping abreast
of changes and'forlhe implementation of new teaching techn 'ques and
ntethods.
There was a strong feeling that refresher courses by bringing
',teachers together to share ideas and disculscommon problems, would be 'a
means of boosting knowledge and increasipg
Most, of the respondents who favoured refresher courses made
suggestions as to their structure and organisation.
It was recommended
that there be a wide yariety of courses to suit particular needs. Great
emphasis was placed on the fact that the courses should be conducted by
expert, stimulating, and experienced persons who understood the classroom
climate and what would or would not work there. Several respondents'commented that refresher cdurses which they, had attended itt the past had
been too theoretical and therefore largely a waste of time.

Various alternatives were put forward as to when cdurses should
be held. Consideration was giiento allowing teachers time off for intensive courses of three months' duration on a type of sabbatical lea4le
basis.
Alternatives proposed on a Smaller scale,were %toff seminars
within school' ay regional meetings of teachers. Theil' was a strong'
feeling that refresher courses should not'coincide with vacation periods
as was largefy'the case'at present.
1

;

Incentives were recommended for attendance.at courses. It was
suggested that, salary increases and promotion should be geared to the
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successfdl completion of spe'crifiea and approved refresher courses.

QUkSTION EIGHT asked the question:
far iliproving and stabtirlisn

khat would bo- your proription
the teaching profession?

The suggestions, made-in this section were closely correlated
withlthe list of problems 'enumerated in Question Two. The weighting
given to the indthdual suggestions actually paralleled their ranking in
'Question Two.
A significant feature of the major suggestions ,offered
was their reflection,of the current policies and issues of the New South
, Wales Teachers' Federation.
(Suggestions made in reference to improvements in teacher training, (Question Six), and to the form and organisae4on of refresher courses, (Question Seven), were not substantiallyrepiated in this present question.
1

,

I

1

The suggestions made by respondents have been loose* grouped
under six headings.
This has been done simply for convenience, and.the
categories are not intended to be mutually exclusive.

(0 Working conditions
(a) Higher salaries equivalent to those received by professional
----Towle of equivalent training.
(b) Pleasant and roomy staff-toom accommodation, with approved
staff amenities generally.
(c) Appointment of, ancillary staff (clerical, technical) for no*.
teaching and non-professional duties.
(d) Relief from class teaching for Principals and Deputy Principals
in primary and infants school
1

(e) Appointment of specialist tea hers to primary schools.

(f) Incentives offered to teachers for placement in less attractive
areas.

(g) Provision of suitable housing accommodation, for teachers incountry areas.

(ii) Administration.

eb

(a) Decentralisation of administrative oponirols2to the district level.'

l(b) Removal of education from Public Service control.

(C) Establishment of arilducation Commission with_an adequate representation of practising teachers. Members of the Commissionito

3i
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be elected by teachers and subjectto,recall.
(d) Imp ved communication links t etween teachers4and,the Education
'Department.
/

(e) Attention by the Department o the needs of individual teachers
in decisions-such as appoin ments and trap fers.
'''(f) Departmental backing When
publicity..

eachers or schools 'have adverse

'(g) An honest evaluation by the Department of what is troubling
teachers.

(h) Thorough research into all aspects of the education crisis, and
the establishment of long-range planning.
Encduragernent of initiative among teachers.
(j,) Greater share'by teachers in the policy-making of a school.

(k) Improved communications between institutions preaching change
and schools adhering to old traditions.
(iii) Promotion
(a) '-moval of present anomaly where the best teachers are promoted
to become administrators. These may or may not be successful
administrators.
(b) Two alternative paths to promotion: one as a teacher, the other
as an administrator.

4

-

.

(c) Promotion on ability, rather than by age or length of service.
Abolition of present inspectorial system and its substitution
by a system of advipors to assist teachers and to acquaint them
with new ideas and Innovations.
(e) Assessment for promotion by a panel to ipclude competent
practising teachers. ,
I

(f) Means available

or the rapid dism ssal of the inefficient

teacher.

a

(g) Promotion-positions place on the "open market with anyo
eligible" to apply irreP ctive of age or senirity.

32
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?iv) Teaching Situation

(a) Reduction in class sizes.
The,existing situation
involvement and individual attention impossible.

personal
/

/

(b) Removal of the external examination restrictions. Reliance on
school assessment and the professional abilit' of teachers to
evaluate a child's progress.

'

(c) Less prescriptive syllabuses with more scope and responsibility
given to the teachers.
(d) Teacher-pupil co- operation in deciding curricula, course content
and school regulations.
,

(e) Freedom of curricula from Unicversity domination.

1//

(f) Reduction in teaching load to
low time off for class prepar
tion, administrative tasks, an :counselling.
(g) A reduction in the overall size of schools.

(h) Separate junior and senior-(Forms 5 and 6)secondary schools.
(ii) Teacher Educgtion and Supply

(a) Greater attention given to the selection of trainee te Chers.
Assessment for recruitment based not solely on acade' c results,
but also on school reports and aptitude and person ity tests.
(b) All teachers to be graduate status or to have a
equivalent academic level./'
(c) Credit for, and,faci ita.tion of, overseas
(d) Incentives to at
courses.
(e) Oppo

and credit for, in-se

ieved/an

experience.

ice and refresher

unities available for study-leav_andperiods o

research.

r

(f)

me available during the School we
for educat
al discussion
among staff members, and for subje t-masters t give help'tO
members of staff, particularly ne ltecruits
.

(g) IA erchange
semihars.

'f ideas among sch by regional meetings and

01) ReMoval of bond restricti s on young teachers after one or two
years service so as to allow pgrsohs not dedicated to teaching

.33
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to withdraw from the profession.
(i) Introduction of a polic designed t increase the proportion of
male teachers in both p imary and
condary schools.

(vi) The School in Society

/

/01

(a) Greater involvement of parent7 in schools.
(b) The, education of parents to Accept that children should be
educated and not simply preared for external examinations.
(c) Deliberate efforts by the school./and by individual teachers to
make code contact with parents,/

(d) The use of schools as socialicentresiand f r/recr

tion and

meeting- purposes.
/

(e) A;aoser identification of the school,ith

/

e community.

30-
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CONCLUSIONS
II

It seems highly presumpt ous, ton the strength of a pilot study
of this nature to attempt,any fa -reaching cdnclusions or to proffer any
profound recommendations. At th same time such a contribution-might
well be judged incomplete Igitho
any ettempt to sum up 4ts findings.
the, reader concludes by
One naturally wishes to avoid
situation
saying: "So what!"

It is abundantly clear fbat-conditions of service transcend all
other considerations, but no claim is made that a complete overhaul of
the system would provide a panacea for all its ills. As in all Walks of
life, teaching-has its share.of mediocre prictitioners. Some would argue
that it has more than its share, and that this always has been the case
and always will be, no matter what refords are introduced. A suitable
retort eight be.tp the effect that any system attracts the quality of persons it deserves, and that the miracle is that so many .competent and dedicated teachers are, in fact, to'be found in a profession where, by and
large, management has for so long beeh so callous And indifferent to human
relations. To admi,t that mediocrity in the classroom does exist is not
to say'that a professional revolution is not long overdue.
Three factors wall, seem to be paramount. One is that a good
teacher, inevitably finds his work most demanding and that to be "messed
about" into the bargain inevitably has the-effect6f undermining morale
Personalising the-bureauCracy would not
and destroying job satisfaction.
seem to be beyond the bounds of human ingenuity!'
In the Second place, whilst education has been established as
the cornerstone and the chief means for-the advanrP and maintenance of
fluent technological society, the status and role of the.person
the
engage 'in teachingat the school level is o e of ambiguity and social
person as occupational
Few things are as important to
ambivale ce.
9,t1 generally speaking,
he teacher is dishOrtened to find
status.
the public and the Government do not take serrb-usly his claims to be
regarded as a professiOnal. They oppose most of his demands on the basis
ve too many privileges already and that they are claiming
that teachers
more than they re worth.
The popular image held of the teacher in Australia is of a lieuson of average intelligence but without the initiative or drive to enter
a more rewarding or demandingcareer. Until fairly recently, the teacher
was considered "an educated man" belonging to a distinctive occupational
Teadhers now, however, are in_a- relatively less favoprableiposigroup.
tion.
In his book,-Education and qoaCal Change,( 1966), E. King hmpe. this
to say:.
h.
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It follows from the rapid expansion of secondary education
during the twentieth centurw that many parents are atjeast as well
educated'as the t acherg. Thus they are net likely t treat them as
Even parents who
omniscient or h' hiy respectable in any social sense
did notthemsel es enjoy aitong schooling but have ince achieved a
rd of living tend to feel '"as goodlas" the teachers.
reasonable st
Th profession 1 aspirations of phe male teacher are not altogether helpe by the fact that he is outnumbered 2 to 1 by his female
colleagues./ With teaching as only a temporary occupation,' most married
women are n6 as interested as males iii long-term improvemen s in status
and qualific tions: as wives they will take their status from their
p1husbands.

/

.

Some quotations relating to professionalism appear in Appendix
Three.

It is worth a brief look at the corresponding positions in two
In the USA, only one-third of those trained to teach
other countries.
Only two-fifths of trained teachers are
.even enter the profeSsion
teaching at any one time./ A survey by Brembeck in/1966 sholed that among
male teachers entering t hi e profession, only 29 percent were committed to
teaching and expected to teach until retirement. Nine years is the
average professional life of teachers in the" USA.
,

The positionin the USSR is a sharply contrasting one. Teachers
Salarkee,
are accorded high status and teaching is a prestige occupation.
There is comparable
are on a par with medical specialiSts and engineers.
status between the role bf education in society and the role of the
Education has the task of building a new kind of society.inteacher.
volving the intellectial, social, moral and political education of the
young, and in this process, the teacher is very much an instrument of
"the party".
Here then are the two extremes. What of Australia? It *ould
hardly be an over-statement to say that all is not well in the wrld'of
the teacher, and that there is currently a "teacher crisis" in Australia.
Is the teacher a professional or is he merely a salaried employee? It is
not surprising that a dissatisfaction with the present inspectorial
system appears as a number one issue in this pilot study. Nothing is
calculated to destroy the professional self-image of the teacher more
than'a system of close supervision often administered in s7h a formal,
unbending and frequentlyhumiliating way.
The third major area of
of the curriculum, and the way in
functionary role aimed at getting
possible at the highest levels of

discontent centres around the ,rigidity
which the teacher has been dictated a
as many children through the system as
achievement possible. The result is,'
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that so much of.the challenge and idealisli of teaching, and the oreative
ppportunit1es open to teachers, are lost'in, the process.
Teaching is no
longer a distinctive occupation; teachers are relegated to a utilitatian
role withdittle or no say in policy-making a d expected to concern themselves with classroom matters o ly. It is n t surprising if to chingry
fails to attract the sharpest a d most sear mg minds among t e young.
. What then of the fut e? Signs//f hope include prp osed modifications to the inspectorial sY tem, less lavish adherence t external,
examinations; an& a somewhat! atent reco: ition that a highe degree of
effectiveidecentrItisation
Id hopeful y lead to.et r h man relations.

What of cls siz

,

N:thich al o ranks as a

be

one issuer

Education consumes the larg st-single art of most c
frequently emplOing more eopte than any other sing

tr es' budget,
i dustry.
It is
essentially lahourgensi e, which makes it an expe ive enterprise,
plus the fact that t
labour it'needs is in short i Ply.
It, is diff
ult,to forepee class sizes getting much smaller.
It ould appear tha
the lEqge-scale introduction of educational media provides the best h pe
of reerieving a difficult situation. A technologiCal revolution in the.
classroom inevitably means retraining the older generation of4.teachers,
together with a regular provision of refresher courses planned so that
teachers have no excuse for non-attendance.

Teaching today is cond tedichgainst a background of ,rapid and
often confusing social change.
ore than ever, the teacher must be able
to understand the problems Of ta h individual pupil. This would seem to
imply that there is a need for more sociological contentPin the training
of the teacher. Also,..there is an obvious plate for more instruction'in
how to cope with the low-achievers and the disadvantaged. These latter
can so easil become "no-hopers" in a highly competitive society'charac-,
terised by'the "rise of the meritocracy". In this same context,,hOw do
yoU attract competent teachers to schools in the more deprived orgremote
areas? The payment of special responsibility allowances? The provision
of housing available at an economic rent? Certainly an appeal to
dedication alone is riot enough.
What pf conditions of service ln general? More:and more,
teachers are being associated$ith strikes in order to protest their case'.
Is t e ^it
swat of labour cokpkible with professional standing?
Teachers are diva e completely on'this issue, and it is'up to the reader
to Aecide whether, in the loug.run, this is likely to be good for the
profession or not.
One final observation.
y seem that this whole pilot study
is heavily weighted in_sypport of the teacher and in sympathy with his
grievances. This was certainly not,the intention. The study was mainly
concerned with reflecting the situation in the profession as it exists at
the present time. The sample was'not Unfair to .the Department of Educa-

\
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tion, in that its bias was towards the mature and esta ished teacher
with many years of experience andimore often than_n t, a place in the
ken of 'the young and
Teachers' Promotion Lists.
Little cognisance was
inexperienced teacher serving out his bond', the ne who is most likely
e same time," it is only
to resemble the disillusioned missionary! At
ated and this was not a true
fair to admit 'that male respondents predo
Male teachers, as
reflection of the male/female ratio_ in the service.
has already been indicated, are much more likely to voice their discontent
than are their female colleagues.
In conclusion, it is worth reiterating
that this whole exercise was meant to be no more than a "pipe-opener" and
tOvpoint -.the way to prominent issues which merit further and fuller
exploratipn in depth. qIn this respect, one feels that it may have
succeeded.
1

o

.
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APPENDICES
The following questions appeared. in

culated questionnaire:
a

1.

2.

How do you see your present role as a
'
yqur future developing?

eacher, and hot:, do you see

The following are some of the problems 38 in all), which teachers
Would you please, by means of placing a tick in
repeatedly raise.
the appropriate column, indicate in each case how important you
-considerthe issue to be. Space is included for further problenth
ere you feel there has
which you may /feel, have been omit ed.
dupticat,ion, pZ ase de ete any of the questions
been unnecess
concerned.
I

3.

It is often said that teaching
ub 'dge profession", providing
means of "Upward social mobil t "; that there is little "bontinui
nd that for t se reaso , so
n,
of occupation" in the profes
ly committed.
teachers do not appear to b
er's occupation; (1bliwothe
Would you please state (i) f
tion, if any, and (iii) p ernarard maternal grandfathe
occupa&ons.
_

4.

S.

6.

7.

-

s oceupa
1

Please state your reasons for entering the teacAng profession.
Would you encourage your child', n to become teachers?
please give some reasons.

If not,

How do you evaluate the teacher training you have had? Was the
emphasis on content and presentation, rather than on understanding
the child as an individua 9 How dould your traini I, in your
opinion, have been improve
How do you view the need for regular re
they be compulsory?

r courses, and should
1

8.

What would be your.prescriptio7 for improving and stabilising the
teaching profession?

3
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N'NAPPENIIwO
,Results front Question Two in Terms of RawTotals,'

The following
e some of the pro ems which teachersNrepeatedlly
raise.
Would you pleafe b means of placing a tick' in the appropriate
column, indicate, in each case, how important you consider the issue to
be.
Space 'id included for further problems which you may feel have beenN
omitted.
Where you feel there has been unnecessary duplication, please
delete any of the ,questions concerned.
I

'

k

Problem

Highly
'

Important

Important

Of Some
Lnportance

Of Little
or no
Importance
-

1. Salary unrelated either
to tr ining or to the
impa tance of the work

74

57

19

9 )

2. Th existi

stem of
a arding i crcm¢n ts

.

he exist
superann at

stem of
it

The exis ti g pro iSions
ldave
for iong-s

5: Arbitrary system of
transfers

38

601

Z). Inhibiting effect of

promotion system
7. The existing system of
inspection
8. Insufficient opportunity
for teachers to improve
-upon their qualifications

20

83

108

t

69

,12

14

25

25

15

19

9. The absence of an indep-

endent "Education4ommi;s ion"

38

.89

4O

.
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APPENDIX TWO (Continued)
6

Highly
Important

Problem

Important

Of some
Importance

Of Little
or no
ImportAnce

4

10.'Prestige withthe public;
is teaching really recognised as a profession?

80

55

23

11. As a public servant, no
real freedom of speech

59

45-

36

!-

/414'

.19

12. Demanding nature of the
work, and an intensification of the demands made
.upon the teacher

,

13. Amount of non-professional
duties involved
.14. The indifference of parents; insufficient socialisation performed by the
parents.

104

40

2
4

5Q

69

33

.

.

63'

33

15. The interference of
parents

12

16. Communication with
parents

68'

46

31

11

17. The nature of Parents and
Citizens Associations

34

54

39

22,

35

9

38

42,

25

43

35

V4

39

43

38,

"49
/

18. Class sizes leading to
much worthless waste'of

/

time

110 /

19. Problems of class control;
a decreasing respect for
authority

51,

.

-

..
'.

-;.-

.

....

20. Problems pt motivating
the children
.

74

..- k

.

21, Pupil values becoming less
reliable and predictable, '

.,

N...

65

,9

ai V

'

''

4

3

00

.,.

26.

4i

.
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APPENDIX TWO (Continued):
1

Problem

.p,

Highly
Important

Important
mportant

Of somA
Importad
,

Of Little
or no
1>mportance

22. Outdated conditions
for learning

82

42

23

7

23. Inadequate amenities
and equipment

89

44

19

4

24. DiffiCulty of overcoming
rigidity in a curriculum,
which may lack releyance
and motivation

81.

46

26

1

25. Innovation inhibited by
the system; insufficient
opportunities for
creativity

80

42

24

15

72

48

29

8

21.:

49

52

36

36

14

34

18

r

26. An unreasonable teaching
/load

27:'The limited extent to
which team .teaching is

0

,p'ossib'le

P/

28. The atmosphere of the
'school relative to its size

55

52

29. No share in decision-making ,50

- 49

,

30. A feeling that extra efforts
go unappreciated and that
incentive is generally
lacking

57

40

40

20

40

34

43

35

31. No inducement to feelings
of real loyalty to the
institution at which
currently employed'
32'. Disillusionment with the
alleged myth of "equality

ot opmp_pity"

42

-

APPENDIXTWO'(contitnied)

:'Highly
Important

Problem

, Of

.

Important

k

Of Little

some

or no'

Importance

Im por ance

7-,
.
,

33.

nsufficient recognition
of t e teacher's role in
mat rs concerned with
equalising opportunity
and helping to overcome
the social prob/lems of
the pupil

3'4.

49

Insufficient emphasis,
in the day-to-day routine,
on the social purpose of
teaching

42

t...------

55

54

,--

13.

.29

.*

A
35. Insufficientretognition.
of the teacher's role in
matters concerned with
vocational guidance

-

37. General distaste for 'an
authoritarian system
.

.

4

-:
'`

18

F:

56

.50

.'

3 I-,

1
.

zo,.

4p

, 67

11

4
.

-.

74
..

38. The Staff Room: a'
"professional slum"?

.."1.

_-*------1'

...---

36. The prbblems of 'immig.
rant children with'
language difficqlties
--.

12

.

...

58.

-

:

'39

,
0

g

:-,

35

.

-

'

37

13

31

14

4 .!

This Space.was'left va4ht to allow respondents to either add
issues which they.felt.had.been dmitted'or else tot...9401ement their
ratings' with apprOpriate'comments.

4.3
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APPENDIX THREE
Quotations relating to Teaching as a Profession
(A)

R. Kelsall and H. Kelsall:

The School Teacher in England and the
7./

Ten characteristics of a professional occupation:
"(1)

4

Expert and lOng training with strict regulations on standards
of admission.

(2)

Highly skilled'work involving specialised knowledge.

(3)

The work is of:fundamental portante to satiety.

(4)

A high level of income.

(5)

There are standards of behaviour and a code of, ethics which
give effective control over the conduce of the members.'

(64-The practitioner has autonomy of action and is free from
outside influence .and control.
s

(7)

Working conditions are of

.(8)

The social origin of the practitioner is usually',supprior to
that of the client.

high standard.

t

(9)

The practitioners have a degree of particiPation in community
and national life.
1

(10)

(B)

There is a professional association.

D. Westby-Gibson:

Social Perspectives onEducation,

...
.

A bUrvey of teacher perceptions of their, Public image in .the
United States in 1960 revealed six mijor"negatiye Aspeqs 'of teacher
..
status:
..

.

,

(1)

Teachers were mainly women, working temporarily'ind did not
need "professional" salaries.

(2)

Teaching represented security without effort.

%

(3) Teacher's:were public servants.

41
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:

ffere4 Clio pay for part-time work.

Teaching

(4).

1r

...

(5) -,Teac ing was largely a menial 'occupation as evidenced. by
'
school duties.
.
,

"

.

,

Teaching isvolved tow :Or. nd intellectua standards.

(6)

,c _

Report of the Committee of71EnqUiry into
AuStralia,..1969:70. ,:"
s

"The Karmel Report ".
Educktion !in 'Sou

(,C)

'

'

.

Chang\s 'indicated as necessary in order, to a%ttric' t into teaching larger nail)* of people combining schcrlarshiVwith, A". capacity for
\
' ,'personal iratiatiVe:.
4
1

-

.

-

'
l

vg

.

.

$

4

,

3-Greater opportunity4or' the etercrse of pfofessionat independence by qualified people. This 'could include a misimum .of
specific direction' and a reduction off' workloads to enable
planning 'for the parsticUlar 'needs of:the pupils taught.
The latter, is:related to. the, improvement in the number of

(1)

14,,

..

I

teachers..

<

r:

.,

7

.,

Increased opportunities far advancement in specialist subject''
fields 'for well - qualified people who do not desire to ester

,r '(Z)

41crnini.stattori.:
.

.

.. .

R

e.

.1.
4,

.

PhysiCal working
"condi t ions , inc luding staff rooms' and staff
,

(3)

'

'41t study areasaa,of adequate standard.
.: " 4,,
a
(4) ;Adequate ..subpar:4ingnon-professional staff and facilities...,
, ,

;(5 Adequate provision of study leave.
-4-

('D)

A.A. Congalton:

Status and Prestiget.in Australia,

(1969).

Cotparison of the ratings of professionals according to a

4

ti survey throughout Australia.
.univerOes
,

I.

Doctor

2.
3.

'Solicitor

4.
'

'

University Professor
Architect

5.

Engineer

6.

Dentist

7.
8.

VeterinareSurgeon"
Clergyman (with University degree)

9.

Universi'ty lecturer

t

r
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.

School Principal

10,
11.
12.

Newspaper Editor

Physiotherapist'
Clergyman (with some University training)

3.

Secondkry School 'Teacher
Social Worker
1&:_Trained Nurse
14.
15.
17.
18:
19.

Clergyman (no University traiiiini)

20.

Primary School Teacher

22.

News Reporter

Army Captain

Trained librarian

22, Air Hostess,

the School

-, If business arid industry is taken into account,

Principal drops from 10th tb 13th, the -Secondary School Teacher from"'
14th to 32nd (one below the peneral Office Minager), . and the Primary,
School Teacher from 20th to 45th '(one `below the Family Farmer).
.

,

.

`APPENDIX .FOUR'

M iscerle ous ,quotations extracted ffom
teachers resporfses to the -clues tyorihaire. . 4

:

On role:

'.."I !enjoy teaching'..because I, love 'child en. ":I do not expect'
many satisfying rlationShiRs'wi-th them...
and f
- discipline is'
but ,.where chiliTeaching isno becoming,
dren see you 4ke theta., that you care enough to :prepare lbssons, that
you will not' accept rudeness _and, infeilqr For 'they usually ',turn up
tramps
..'
.2`"
,.*
.
them to be Aeopdies

i

.

.

^

;'
; II have,no real., desire to. becbme a deputy, or a heailitiestter,
'
I much prefer to have ...the Contact witli chi lde4r: whiCh a Subjecta4iieoster s
7

,

.

job brings:It ,2"

,

-:

t

.

.

'

.

. ;

..

.

.

,

..

.

.t

t

,,f

7

. ,.,*

''-t

..

;

. 4

:

.....

'

.

', "A.

..

.

:

,.

c

.

''.

"

r,,r.,
,,

L'

"My main, aim is to ,,helg'...ereite hORy;''''he.at thy 'children who can .
`t.Hink for. -themselves . I try, to teach, them not what to: think, but -how.to
°

'
think. Withicii the liint.cs..of a s'tj.fling cu#iculum .I try ea; epcovit0
to,
accept
no
.one's
yor4
-,0,..
them
to.Aupstiop
,a1),
thikt
is
put
before
tern
i
-.face ,vakt,te,, to listen ,,to advice,,yes, buti3owork things out for then'-' .-.:
selves;.. I want to coilti4iue doing this, as a .c-liass-rooti i.eaoheii I wan no f
.
.
..
- ,t)romat ion:"
#
.
,

.':

,

;.,

.

.

.

,.

.'..

.

-

if%

.

4,

'. .

;"

.,

..

see students as haying td o increasingly SP, MUCh. 'learning
I,

g

.
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/

that there is increasingly little, (and maybe one: day, there will be no
more), time left for 'thinkiAg'."
6

ti.

"I am a DeputyPrincipal so Cat espend moat of my time on
administration detail,instead of doing what I know best, - teaching."
"I obtain a great deal of satisfaction from my 'profession' ,
though a certain; possibly cynical,' detachment is necessary, ,I feel- that
.release from Classroom teaching into the administrative side has given me,
a great leal' of ,satisfaction: decision-making appeals to me: The socialimpact side of dteaching 'is, I feel, becoming more important as the school
the role/largely-vacated by4the.home and the church. Particularly
in country towns? the school fills an important place.
This leads to a

,

.

large %measure 'of ' job sat is fac tion:

.

"

As a-cience Master, I feel ,under some pressures because 'of
inadequate 'laboratory accommodation, lack of laboratory assistants, and
,mosi..mportantly; a, rapid turnover in sciente teachers, most of them
casual anarnntrained."
"Very feW' teachers; leave who get satisfactiOn from building a
,goodrelation'thip with their classs. ',Cis when conditions are too
demanding, that is, the children are tdo hard to controL, that they seek
,
other jobs."

m maried with 'two' children-and with varied interests
outsicid-oe theMlome,, I do not really haye any ambibion, beyond class
tee:Cher is I live in tIte suburb in which I reach and I am very happy,
with the school."
4.

.'The State- employs me to get children through examinati ons.
l ruthlessly 46 )i.ist thisCdeliberately
those 6p:its which are
. examinablevso that. successful, studeritt are. able, to. get -employment or
enter colleges Dr universities .on the' st:rent.th of 'their passes-,"'

,.

stress

.

,-

z

,

,.

.

,

E
'

.

present role is 'a

,s.

-

.

.

4

.

-.

e _

deppssing round :oft making fresh, alloCa
"'bons and ,timetables frequently aq; staff corer,:apd,go. (mostly-go); of
.. "-My,

.-.,

..,-

1

.

1

in

tidie kcJelp-:

- -attempting.
a very, limite:d.
ae.ir-3(.41.1figer;ineMbers profession,04
ve
,ally (fIS laniArig lessons? using 'eqm.pment,:isu4e1;bu.rig
=tug to''keep going 'an antiquated syst,em,with-decayiriCe-lassitooms., gfost
,f-Dliercr9wdingi
and-adearth

,

.

.

,."

4appro'apbes); of try-..

ol.,,idetsas."

,,,,,,,..z.
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.insufficient staff, i, git .authikrXatianism,:
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aware of what education realty means and not being satisfied with the
narrow vocational system they have now, and a more enlightened administration. Perhaps I am a super- optimist, but the people with ideas and
energy are in the schools - they simply need a freer hand."
"I am well content with my role as a teacher, as long as I am
left uninterrupted in my own classroom, despite the frustrations imposed.
by an exam-oriented syllabus.
My problems and discontent arise from
administering a subject department where I must cope with problems stemming from the shortcomings of others, many of whom should.not be in this
so-called 'profession'."

"I am very contented, having a Oromotions position (Subject
Master) which gives.me a fair amount of independenCe to implement the
many wonderful ideas which are appearing in the professional journals and
in inservice courses.
But the job is exhausting:
So much time has to be
spent turning these ideas into classroom realities; there is so much chopping and changing, tearing-up and replanning. The only way a teacher can
develop professionally is through constant contact with better ideas."
"I wouldn't have another job, but I 'wish I had more rims; not
necessarily by a decrease in teaching load, but by the streamlining of
method, leading to greater efficiency.
Still, it is all very Challenging,
and.sati,s'fying."

On disenchantment:

"Disenchantment? At our school they nearly all moan, but nobody wants to go.
Men are more disenchanted than women. Men suffer from
the belief that there is somewhere in life to-get,and that they will be
happy when they get there. Women are more realistic, This could be the
same in other jobs."

"What you have here (on dissatisfaction with teaching condition) fiProbably what would be in the Press if it were noE,for the
Public"Service'Act.

It is written without malice for it is so contrary to what_my
colleagueswould expect of me. That is, I am considered a handy 'yes man'
and loyal enough not to be considered as a 'rocker of the boat'. Life
without hard work would be empty.
A job honestly done is enough Satis.faction to me). but teaching has become an unalleviated grind for me and
many others - hence the activists and the 'stirrers', and'the dissatisfaction I express."
'

"Teaching has always been'an exacting profession and some of the
current disenchantment arises because many teachers, are unwilling to ac4sC.cept, this fact; perhaps they, are 'psychologically unsuited to teaching, or
.

0-
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perhaps the role of the teacher is changing.
future will be interesting and challenging."

Whatever happens, the

"While the present inspectorial system is in operation, the
teachers who are not cynical, competent instillers of facts will be
driven out©'f the game."
"First let me say that I enjoy teaching very much and intend
to make it a career.
I do feel, however, that I am fighting considerable
odds to, maintain my enthusiasm. I think these odds will overwhelm me and
cause me to resin out ot frustration. Not only am I fighting arbitrariness and conservatism from my employer but utter indifference from
parents."
"A number of those who are discontented in teaching would be
discontented whatever they did. They_are probably not suited to teaching
anyway."
"In a small primary school,,, discontent is rare."

"I tend to_feel that discontent is a manifestation of the lack
of job satisfaction caused by:
(i)

(ii)

unsatisfactory teaching-conditions;
unsatisfactory teachers."

"The general feeling of unrest and dissatisfaction in teachers
reacts on pupils, disrupts discipline and lowers respect for teachers in
general."

"This being my sixth school and ninth headmaster in twelve
years, I've come to the conclusion that a significant proportion of dissatisfaction is related to the'policy of the individual headmaster, the
size of the school, (the larger the school, the more likelihood for dissatisfaction), the age and quality of the school b
1 ing
and the
general staff tone; the latter usuarly being kmflu iced by the Headmaster
and Deputy.
If teachers are unhappy about 'the system
their particular
school, a system which the above factors influence, t ey tend to become
dissatisfied with the educational' system in general."
On the attitude of the public towards education:
"An Australian would rather'have a ne' f Holden than a well
educated kid.'',

"Teachers are fed up with being treated contemptuously by the
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publi
at large.
Salaries are not theit is, the assumption that we are 9.O0 -

rning issue at present, rather
.30, forty weeks a year,,weak-

"-I feel constantly tha no One eally cares about education especially the general public.
experi ce with parent groups and
public meetings has confirmed my worst fea
."

"In 1970 I transferred to a brand ew High.School in
rich
middle-class area, with socially conscious p ents, I thought! The previous parents, I experienced were working-class, including migrants. When
staffing arrangements were revealed for 1971 and a 'strike over working
conditions seemed probable, we felt that the parents should be informed,
with a'view to possible assistance. We typed and stencilled-1,300 let
tens, hand addressed envelopes, and posted them to the various homes.
We received twb replies
One congratulated us and asked how they could
help; the other criticised the typing and wording of the letter and told
us we should not complain at we were well off!
What can you do'?,'!

On teachers:

"Teachers have a very lowoPinion of.themselveS. We feel a
social inferiority as we are not regarded as either a profession (except
for convenience at times) or a trade."
"Inspectors exist who raise morale and there is the serious
problem of aged teachers who resist change. Teachers by and large do not
seem to want change. 'I belieVe that if change could be accomplished they
would be proud of it."

444,

"Most teachers never leave school.
They go from school to
college and back to school. How-can.they have an understanding of what
it is like to be a 'Wharf Labourer'?
Some way of broadening their outlook appears desirable."
"Teachers on'the Whole are a lazy, dirty lot and ,leave their
cups for the flies to crawl in and.for the cleaners to wash up. On, the
other hand, there is nowhere nice for a wash, and you've got to go like a
clockwork machine to get your lunch, eat it, wash your cup, and get to
the lavatory. We have 40 minutes for lunch. But'give some people an hour
and you would still see a slummy staffroom."

"One great problem is that to be a good prepared teacher, one
cannot have time to be a relaxed adult with a social life - not gay, just
adequate! A teacher dedicated to his subject matter can cease to be'a
full person because of.the requirements of the classroom.."-

50
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"The attitudes of young teachers are taking dramatic changes more desire for: indep4dence; freedom from supervision; individuality.
These desires may be used to cover up inefficiency or to conteal the lack
of. effort in\the classroom situation.
The recognition of the dedicated
and efficient: is simple; the utilisation of the mediocre poses. the
challenge."
"Whenever I speak personally to someone whinging, I cannot help
but feel that there is a pettiness about it all. Too many teachers
i.emairpboys."

"The system encourages teachers to adhere to old traditions and
just look after their own'Iot. There is-a poor communication between
ipstitutions_preaching change, for example, universities, and the schooli

.

at 'all levels."

On conditions of servire:
'

"It amaze; me to think that not once in ,all my teaching career
has the Department of Education bothered to find out what is troubling
teachers."
.

.

,flit is hard to obtain 'job satisfaction' when you know that
because of the pressures of a school day your achievement is going,to be
limited."
.

,

."With present class loads it is all butimpqsaille for teat_hers__-(espetially-Young'ones) to adOpt and develop democratic,teaching techni' ques Which
e necessarY for effective teaching."
.too long, teachers have put up with .conditions both for
themsepes.and their'pupils,that would' not be tolerated1n industry.
Even Health Inspectors are not allowed on the premises because they would,
condemn many_conditions, for example; they would certainly have the num
ber of toilets'increased. What man in Industry does not have a locker,
and ,a large one at that, and a proper dining room to.buy and eat his,'
lunch,
These facilitietgmy 'exist in some schools but they do not exist:
here!"
1 ...
rThere must be serious thought given to just what'the maximum
site of .aschool should be.' Surely' 500 pupils'with say 25- 4taff, in the
long run is going to 'be more successful than a school of .1,004 pupils.
with 50 members Of.staff,,-.To,be only a cog, and a not very important one,,,
is a soul-destroying fate."
,

.

.

,

,

.

Y

.

'

1

,.

.
.

"I wouid:llke to see the. inspectorial system revised with poWers
In fact, they never do;.
of a poor teacher;
to recommend, the'.
nobody
I
have
known
has
ever
heard
of
a
teacher'
sacked
for pOor teaching.'
,,,
.

.
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"There is, at present, so much waste of time,so much hurried,
directionless teaching. Four good English lessons are better than six
partly-prepared ones.
A large amount of the science and mathematics,
should be dropped from the curricula for slow learners. A lot of foolishness is perpetrated in the name of 'equality of opportunity'."
"The Department of Education needs to establish good communication links with teachers to avoid glaring administrative inefficiency,
for example, in the placement of teachers; transfers; lack of personal
consideration. The Department needs a new image.
At present it seems.
inefficient and exasperating when equipment is needed or when one is
genuinely interested in improving the system.
No one will listen to new
ideas, even to give them a fair hearing!"
A

On teaching as a career:
.,.

.

,

,,

)

.

.

.

"Before committing myself to teaching, I eRperienceckother jobs
and found them routine and dull.
They were remote from;mY own interests.
In teaching I believed I would find amore rewarding, more veried'occupation in which I could deal with those things"I ras'interested in', -and
./
which seemed a valuable, respons;ple profession. ""
,

..

( ,

,

,

"I would encourage my children to be*teachers 'if the..0 y were in,

terested. I feel that there is definitely required an,ihter4st in students, patience, and an 'old faihione devotion to dtty. _ConditiOns are
in fact improving, Tor example: Clerical assistants; general administra,,...

tive assistants. "

*4

,

.

,

.,

-

"I do-not know whether I'woUld enbOtrage my children tobeYour spirit and self-esteem can take a'- terrible beatin,in
teaching, and,there are many affronts to Yourpersonai, dignity, but maybe
teachers.

this is ,the same, in other jobs too.",

*

-

't.

.

,
.

.

would not encourage my.Cbildien to become teachers. Although
it has satisfying moments, I feel that the bonding sytem ties young.
teachers to the extent that they feel morally obliged to stay despite job
unhappiness. ,-By the time they are free it'is,often too late to take on
anything else."
"Teaching was the only profess'ion.open to the lowef working
class of the depression years."
On teacher training:

"The Diploma of EducatiOn course needed enthusiastic staff Who
had had recent experience irn a school:"
"In-service courses should be during school time., They should
be given by people who are not just out to make a quick penny in their
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holidays and who frequently (I have heard) do not have much to give.
Nothing would induce me to give up my holidays to listen td a good
leCtUret even - you need a complete break."
"Teacher training was of no practical value.
I was in no way
equipped to tackle the basic problem of child discipline and class control which is fundamental te becoming a successful teacher."
I rather suspect that the
training was rather inadequate.
Teachers' College lecturers were refugees from the classroom. There was,
never enough treatment of current educational developments. Many of the
courses were unrelated and useless when teaching."
On the recruitment of teachers:

"An emphasis is needed on research to.pinpoint 'personality"
factors in successful teachers and the use of these criteria, at least,'
in part, 'in the selection of recruits.
I feel that too many teachers
are merely place fillers and not really suited to the profession."
"Teachers are born, not made. More notice should be taken of
school principals' and teachers' assessments of students' characters,
which assessments are usually sound. We know the patient, co-operative,
_unselfish ones with commonsense; yet the ones chosen are more often.the
ones with high academic attainments who have never done a. thing for anyone except themselves, and who are a terrible burden in the staff room,
and out of their depth ,in the classrbom."

.

"Restrict scholarships for women. _Their extremely high turnovermeans several women are needed to equal the average man's span of
service."

Finally, some extracts from a High School Principal's exhortation to staff:
"The dominant features Of (this school), stemming from our
assemblies, are:
CONTROLLED MOVEMENT
TIGHT SUPERVISION
'LAW AND ORDER
Tone and quality come front a total effort .by all Staff.
At all times, Staff must assert authority over pupil movement
from assembly and thfough the premises.,

The pernicious practice'of taking ssickierlias no place in our
profession.

53
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The salient feature of our school, CONTROLLED MOVEMENT, originates from our assemblies... Whildl.the assembly is in progress, teachers,
as'well as ,pupils, should be silent and attentive to the business of the :
assembly. Do not stand in groups at the back or uhder'covered ways...
Remember,. failure to be on class at assembly will be viewed as a serious
matter since it undermined school.policy on assemblies and movement."

54.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
This anndtAted bibliography may be of value to the reader who
wishes to-broaden his background knowledge of the status and role of the
Australian teacher, h -is day-to-day satisfactions as well as irritations
and his Place in society. Highly technical references,, dealing primarily
with the psychology of morale, have been omitted as it is considered that
they are beyond the scope of a work of this nature which hastended
throughout to emphasise the pragmatic at the expense of the esoteric.
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60 (1970), 362 -3..,

This article considers the image and status of teachers as held
by the public. The author suggests ways in which this image might be
improved.
Anderson, N.R.; Training,as a factor in raising the status of
teachers; The Australian Journal of Education,
2 (1958), 91-99.
The low status of.teachers is seen as stemming in large part
from the length and nature of teacher training. The relationship between
status and training is elaborated. Suggestions are made> for raising
training requirements and the consequent status level.of teachers.
Banks, Olive; (1968); The Soliology of Education;
London; Batsford.

-

This gives a comprehensive overview of education, and society in
terms of both the practidal and the conceptual, pin-pointing much of the
research which has recently been carried out in this field. There is a
complete chapter on "The Teaching Profession" which includes sections on
the development of the profession; the social-class background of teachers;
the status of the teacher; and the teacher organisations.
A further chapter entitled "The School as a Social System" includes sections on, the
leacher in the :Classroom and t4 teacher in the staff-room.

Bassett, G.W.; Reasons for choice 4f teaching as a career;
The Forum of Education
( Sydney
5 (1964), 29-35.
Report on a survey-conducted .amo
rst and second year
teacher trainees in Sydney on their reasons for entering the .Profession.,
(The results of the study may be used comparatively in relation to present-

day results.)
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Bassett, G.W.,.; Teachers and .their children; The ,Australian
5 (1961), 11-21.
journal of Education

An extension of an earlier (1958) study by the a thor on the
occupational background of teachers. A central coin
'he discussion
is the continuity of,teaching as'a profession.
Bassett, G.W.; The occupational background of teachers;
The Australian Journal of Education 5 (1958), 79-90.

The article confiders the occupational background of teachers
in training in New South Wales over the period 1929 to 1957.
Questions t
discussed are: the occupational groups from which teachers are recruited;
changes in the source of recruitment, 19294'957; differences in the source
of recfuitment for men and women teachers; the number of teachers from
homes where the father is a teacher.
Bell, Robert R. and Stubb, Holger R., (Eds.); (1968);
The Sociology of Education lalvised Edition);
Homewood; The Dorsey Press.

,

This is'a book of readings covering all aspects of educational
sociology. There are several chapters on the teaching profession:
"Bdreaucracy and Teachers' Sense of Power"; "The Profeisional Prestige of
Classroom Teachers: A Conseciuences of Organisational and Community Status";
"The Teacher"; "SoCiological Aspects of Professional Salaries in Education".
Many of the. illustrations used are more applicble to American
education.
Browh, M.S.; Toward a professional status? The Forum of Education.
(Sydney), 4 (1944), 2-9.
,
The piofessional status of teachers is considered'in terms of
conditions prevailing in 1944. An issue of the time was the developing
.0
cleavage between those who'viewed teaching as having its affinities with
the professions and those, on the other hand, who would identify its
4ntefest5-w4-th the interests of the trades union movement. Teaching is
analysed iniorelation to the characteristics of a profession.
There is
also reference to themot*vations of those entering teaching.
.

.

.
1

.

Burke, Vindent; (1971), Teachers in Turmoil;
Harmondsworth; Penguin.

A review of the teacher strikes in the United' Kingdom, 1969-70.
The first'part outlines teachers', traditional attitudes on strikes and
the causes for a change, of heart. The4.second part discusses thelactual
A third part attempts to answer the complex problem of the
:strikes:
status of teachers in England and the nature of teachers' organisations.
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Carr, Donald; What is wrong with the teaching service?
Quandrant
14 (1970), 57-62.
An evaluation of the, strengths and weaknesses of 'the teaching
service in Australia. A central theme of the article' is the concern that
suggestions for improvement have centres on quantitative rather than
qualitative aspects. Particular topics considered are: women in teaching;
salaries; teacher training; and the reasons for the low status of beach-4.ng among boys.

L.,

:R.

Corwin, RonalcPG.; (1965);
A Sociology of Education;
Nev3Ydrk; Appleton:Century-Crofts.
A .large section of this bOok is seon "The Status of Teachers".
',Attention focuses on. the role conflict
between the, teacher as a professional and as an employee. Much.of,thtdiscuSsion is particular to the
situation of teachers In the United Stat-es.of America.

Crane, A.R.; Reasons for choosing teachkng as a career;
The Forum of Education!,

6 (1947), 32 -3d.

A similar study to the Bassett (1946) study.. Twenty possible
motives were listed for ConsideratiOn. The subjects were tested prior to
their actual entry into Teachers' College.
Gibson, E.W.; Let's have
profession; Papua and Nov Guinea
Journal of Education,
5 (1968), 36-41.,

This article reviews the current status of the teaching profession and the efforts made to p'rofessionalise teaching in developing
countries.
Changes that wouLd contribute toward increasing professional
status are discussed.
Gilbam, R.H.; Teacher attitudes towards some.administrative
practices In a -sample of N.S.W. State High Schools;
The Journal of Educational Administration;
. (University of New England), 1 (19643).

Research report on a study of staff motivation andmorale in
.'relation to salary satisfaction and to non - material factors 'affecting
work attitudes. 'The data suggests that high morale in teaching is chiefly
dependent upon the fulfilment of altruistic rather than material needs.
Glascott, Joe; The trouble with teachers; The Sydney Morning
Heralds, December 21-23, 1970.
A series of three articles on the problems facing teachers in
New South Wales.
Conditions of service and other factors causing(dissatisfaction among teachers are discussed at length.
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.4.

Goodnian, R.D.1; 'The'will-o'-the-wi sp of professional status;
The'Australian Journal of Education,
4, (1960), 69 -79.
,

.

.

.

.

,

Cons ideration,is-'given to the occupational status' ranking of
teaching, 'the claims of teachers for their occupation to be.considered as
,
a profeision, and the generil Characteristics of the professions.
There
is a final section on the future status of teaching..
"
,

.

.

.

.

-

Howie, Geotge; The education of teachers, in McLean, D. (Ed.');
(1.969),,It's People,that Matter,
Sydney, Angus and
Robertson.

,:

JhAs article discusses teacher education in terms of the qualities require.of teachers; the selection of teachers; and,.the standing
of teachers in the Australian community.
Considerable attention is
given to the problem of the professional autonomy of teachers.
.

'

it;.
.

Hunter, E.C.;:Aititudes and professional relation.ships_of,:
teachers; A study of teacher'morale, Jouinal ofExperi-'
mental Education, (U.S.A.), 23 X1955), 345-352.
a

,

An' American study summarising the attitudes of a. sample of
teachers towards conditions and factors knoWn:to affect morale.
Prelim:

.

,

inary to the report is a review of related studies.
The study. invest/v..
sates favourable and unfavourable reactions of teacher's toward school and
living-working conditions and the attitbdes of teachers tdwardfsOool
.) practices and social and professional relationshipS.
.-.

Katz, F.M. and Browne, R.K. (Eds.); (1970); Sociology of
Education,

Melbourne;,1Macmillan.

This work is sub-titled "A Book of Readings Pertinent to the
Australian Education System". There. is an emphasis on the social Context.
of the educational syitem. Research findings are.from sociological enquiries conducted in Australia.
Of' particular relevance is the article
by.W.G. Walker, "Occupational cOmmitment in a Sample of Australian Teach: '
x ers.Five Years After,Training".

R.K. and Kelsall, Helen M.; (1969), ne'Schoa
Teacher in England and the United States;
London, Pergamon.

1' Se whole boOk, which is sub-titled "The Findings of Empirical
'112earch", concerns the status and role, of the teachers, their social
igins, the reasons why they chose their profession, their cateer patterns., how they are viewed by. the community and what is expected of them,
and, in general, their morale and career satisfaction.
Inclikled at the
end of each chapter is a comprehensive list of further references.
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Lieberman, Myron; (1965)
Education a$ a Profession;
Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall.

,

f
The whole book provides a'comprehensive and critical analysis
of all aspects of teaching as a profession. The .author defines t1
characteristics of a profession,and considers teaching in relatlono
each characteristic.
Considerable a'tte'ntion is given to the economic
and social status of teachers.
,

McLaren, John; (1968);- Our Troubled Schools,
'Melbourne, Cheshire'.

A,specific chaptet on "Teachers, Teaching and Teacher Training"
is included In this work devoted to an appraisal of the contemporary
education scene. in Aqstralia.
The discussion centres on the low esteem
held ty teaching as a profession and the-low status accorded to teachers.
These features are t
with
wth reference to the external examination
'system; teacher recruitment and training; and, the hierarchy of educatidnal
':Consideration is given to the conditions of work
TAich cause' dissatisfaction among `teachers.
Mirana, J.H.;. A degree for all teachers;
(Sydney), September 15, 1971.

Education
.

This article discusses problems of status and professionalism
facing teachers because of the standing of their training. Ways of ov
coming these problems are suggested:
Mottrhouie, C.E.; Trends in professional education
The Australian Jouzlnal of Education,
6 (1962), 75-85.

'

This article deals with the nature and funccions of the professions in our society at the present day and makes sOme comments on their
-likely development.
The effect of these on education and. the place of
teaching as,a profession are alsodiscussed.
.

f

Morrison, A.'and McIntyre, D.; (1969);
Harmondsworth; Penguin.

Teachers and Teaching;

This book begins by outlining some of the-major ways of studyIng teachers, thenoes on to consider empirical studies on four topics:
professional Eraining;, teachers' rolesqind professional relationships;
The book conclassrooM motivation; and, communication and assessment.
tains a comprehensive bibliography forfurther references.
.

Musgrave, P.W.; (1965); The Sociology orEducation,
London, Methuen.
e

A comprehenSive textbook on the sociology of education with a
,
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e'section devoted to the sociology of teaching. The topics covered'
,de: teaching as a professioni the status of the individUal teacher;
the teacher in the classroom; the role of the teacher; the public and

1

in

self,-image of the teacher.

Nesbitt, L.M.R.; Th image of the teacher; The Austratian
-Taicher,
44 ( 968, 23-.28.4

A consideration ofthe image of the teacher in the eyes of
those being taught, in the eYes of their parents, the profession itself,
Teaching., is analysed in terms of the characteristic
and the community.
of'a-profression.
.

O'Mara, John; The status race; The Sydney Morning Herald,
September 23 25, 1971.
ee articles discusses the effects of the
pupils, parents, and teachers. Many 6r the
problems facing teachers ad the educational system are aEtributable, it
This, series of t
educational "statics race"

is=suggested,,,,to the "stat s race".

Partriorg4;P.H.
(1968); Society, Schools and Progress, in
Aus;traZia,z0xford, Pergamon..

A Chapter on "T achers" provides a general discussion -on the
employment of teachers in Australia. The intraining and tonditions
dependence of State teacN rs and the degree of professional autonomy and
status allowed thmn.iS a issuevdiscussed at length.

,-

.

Penny,.H.H.; Trends and problems in teaCfier training;
The Aust bian cigurnal of Education, 2 (1458), 65-73.

,This article discusses teacher training in Australia in the
light of.the entrance qalifications, length of course, and course standAn outline is provided of the
ards required for entry to'a profession.
tion
and
the
social
influenCes acting on it in
'history of teacher edu

Australia. The' scope f a professional teacher education program is
considered.
.
t

Pratt, .1...;"!Teachers, are professional ppdiite, ThForuni of

Education, (Sydney), 29 (1970), 10-17

2.

The teacher:is _defined as a.ftofessionil pereon in terms of
resPonsibiiity,lintellectual background, and training.
,

,Sanders, Col; The Profession of, education; The Aziativain
3 (1959), 1-12.
Journal of Education,

A critical, analysis of teaching in Australia in relation to the
I
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Serv.ovanui;. T..;,:kactors;whiC.V.affedt:satisfactfion.alicli &lit.:

,

eatisfacti,a56f.te4hers; lie. :TourNal of.Educational
Adrrrin'istraif-err, OnNersity of New England), 5 (1967)
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'

.,

..-

.

,

ot

.

.,-

,

.. Research report on a StuA4Of.tthiera in 11.0.7 York.s9hoi)rs:
The conclusion reached was thAAaCtors caUSing'safifSTaCtion'arld:thoSe oct
causing d4ssat1sfaction tend to be mulualty,extlusive.
The satisfaCtiOn : x.
factors identified of teachers tend taloeus'On the work itself and the., N
..
dissatisfaction factors,tend.ta.gOcus on the conditions of work...: Satis-

faction factors are achievement; recognition, and re4onsiblirt7.-1/41?47.-

satisfaction factors are interragekrelations
6tudents and peers),,

schOol policy and administration,statugy,-ana personal life.

A'

;

e

,

.-

.-

,

.

.

.

Smith, Richard Avery; Maturity of echicatian.as a profession;
The Journal -of Teacher, Education
(U:S.A.), 8.(1957),
253-260.

.

'

.,

A discussion of the nature of professions, the problems of
considering education as a profession, and the areas of professional
immaturity in education.

1954, (The Teaching Profession);
The Year Book vf Education,
London; Evans in association with the University of London
Institute of Education.
1.

.

,

This volume devoted to."The Teaching Profession" contains a
survey of the conditions'of_the teaching profession in many countries,
and articleg on factors which affect the teacher's adjirtme4 and Status,
.

,

.

Walker, W.G.; Future occupational plans of a sample of fipal
year student teachers; The Australian Journa'of.Higher
1 (1961)
Education,
39-46.
..

.."

.
!_

,

This article reports on the attitudes of a sample of final year
teacher trainees in New South Wales towards teaching as a career.
,

W.G.; Future occupational plans of a sample of'
beginning teachers; The AustraZian Journal Of,Higher
1 (1963), 66-74.
'Education,
DiscusRepore\on a follow-up project to Walker's 1961 study.
sion centres on the commitment to teaching of first-year teachers with an
emphasis on differences between male and female responses:
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Warnock, Mary; The stigma of schoolteachih New :Societ,
(London), No. 380, January 8,

1970, 61-.62.

;

.

The article discuses the status of teachers and the links between status and home and between learnedness and status. The author
concludes bhat,teecher status will never improve, for teachers are working with children whose parents themselves know, ofthink they know,
-what is best for their child.

lastby-Gibson, Dorothy; (1965); Social Perspectives on
Education, New York,' Wiley.
.

"Education as a Profession" cOnstitutesa section of this comprehensive educational- sociology text. Teaching is judged against the,
,criteria of alorofessional occupation. The practlde of teaching Is- re-

viewed with respect to the roleof professional organisations, the existence of professional autonomy, and tHe,adherence to professional ethics.
There is consideration given to the economic and social status of teacht,_,
ers, the pub,,lic idrage of teachers, And the Career patterns of men and
women teachers. Thediicussion is oriented towards the education setting
within the United States of America.
401'

The following area number of additional textbooks with sections.
*which. relate to the teacher, and which are'indlrectly concerned with
teacher morale:
,

0

Anderson, Robert H.; (1966); Teaching in a World of Change,
New York, Harcourt, Brace and World.

This book examines the social context within which the American
teacher works. Particularly relevant ti the study of teacher morale is
Chapter Two, entitled "Teaching'as a Career".
Brembeck, Cole S.; (1971); Social Foundations of Educati'on,
New York, Wiley.,

This is a large vdlume running tof6A0 pages and-subtitled'
"Environmental Influence,in Teaching alfPte.iarning". Part IV is entitled
-"Tha Teachers" and includes such topics ail'the decision to teach, the
teacher within the scbool, teacher beliefs and characteristics, changing
social roles of teachers, and teacher power and militancy.
/BretOeck, Cole S., and Granstaff; Martin; (1969);
Social Foundations of Education,.
New York, Wiley.

This is a book of readings whigh contains a Section (7) on
"The Teacher as Shaping Influence" including such topics as why teachers
,
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fail, teaching in the affluent society, and teacher attitu es and the
culturally different.
Halsey, A.H.,:Floud, Jean, and Anderson, C. Arnol
(1968);
Education, Econpnty.and Society,
New York, 'ree Press.

(Eds.);

This is a large book of readings running to 625 pages.
It is
international in character and Part VI is entitled "Teachers\in Schools
and Universities": It contains chapters on "Recruitment to 'leaching in
England and Wales", "Teachers in England and America", and "Definition of
the Teacher's Role".
Hoyle, Eric; The Role of the Teacher,
London, Rout ledge and Keg an Paul.
'e>

This book,throws light on the teacher's role in classroom,
school and society.
It discusses teaching as a profession and also the
relationship between the teacher and the parents and the general public.
Richardson, J.A. and Bowen, James (Eds.); (1967);
The Preparation of Teachers in Australia,'
Sydney, Cheshire.
In the current debate on education iri Australia, teacher training has been regarded by many as'one of the most important areas for
reform.
at happens in the field of teacher education in the future has
a distinct bearing on teacher morale. Chapter 12 merits particular note,
as it is concerned with "The Continuing Edip-Zation-O-f-Teachers".
.-

StaAley,,W.O., Smith, B.O., Benne, K.D. and Anderson, A
(1967).; SocialToundations ofEcluaatiOn,
New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

(Eds.);

T1)is is a large book of readings running to 638 pages, whi h
concludes with a substantial section (Part Five) entitled "Social Aspects
of the Teaching Profession" where several7authors, in the space of ninechapters, deal with the organisation, functions and problems of the
teaching profession.
Such issues as professional autonomy, academic reedom, and a code of ethics are dealt with in soMedetail.
0
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